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1. Following a Resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 
9 February 1983, the President of the Commiss ;on told at a meeting of the 
Legal Affairs Committee on 16 June i983 that the Commission would submit to 
Parliament an annual report on all infringements, in addition to the existing 
publications, subject to the ex,:lusion of any document of a confidential 
nature. To meet another wish ex~ressed by Parliam:nt, the report would also 
contain a survey of the implemer1tation of directi :~s by 1Member States. The first such report was sent to Parliament on 10 Apri. 1984. 
2. In Line with these undertakings and the principl~s followed in drawing up 
the first annual report, this second report includes a list of infringements 
of the Treaties and regulations in 1984 (Annex A) and a List providing a 
survey of the implementation of directives during the same year (Annex 8). 
This survey of implementation shows only those directives which have given 
rise to problems, about 200 out of a total of some 700 due for implementation, 
though some of the othe:rs are subject to implementation by Greece <see 
point 12 below). The "sector-by-sector analysis" supplies a commentary on the 
two lists, divided by subject-matter. 
3. Before entering on the substance of the problem the first report described 
the internal procedures foll~wed by the Commission in carrying out its task as 
guardian of Community law. These procedures have been changed in some 
respects in the meantime. In 1984 the Commission began to carry out more 
frequent reviews of infringement proceedings already initiated ("established" 
infringements), and there were also more frequent examinations of urgent cases 
outside the regular review meetings. 
4. In 1984 the Commission initiated infringement proceedings in 454 cases, 
delivered 148 reasoned opinions and brought 54 cases before the 
Court of Justice; taking the three figures together, this represents an 
increase of more than 50% over 1983 and more than 20% over 1982. These 
figures are well below the total number of cases considered by the Commission. 
5. This report takes account of the main suggestions put forward at the 
Legal Affairs Committee meeting on 31 November 1984 and in Parliamentary 
questions. Thus 
(a) the sector-by-sector analysis mentions Member States by name; of course 
the lists in the annex1es continue to supply full detaiLs, as in the first 
report; 
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Court: o-f Justice, and whether judgment was ~J'iVE'7"'l lor the Member State or- fo~ 
th;;- Co;nm;ssion It also suppl·ies a list of judgments not compLied with by 
31 Decembfr 1984. 
8,. It 1tr~l Lc bE' seen t·1rst of all from Table No 1 1·-:·1ac'.._,_, as :n previUiJS years, 
the number ot cases falLs off as 22ch succe':;s·ive ·::tage of the proct'dure la~d 
down in Ar·t Le 16tJ oi ti'C7 EEC Tr<:-aty is r-eached. H c,:as remar·b-:.d in the 
fi r·st •·eport thc.+ certi;Ji·; Me:!lbe: States wer·e inc :ned to o··-lng ·infr·ingements 
to an end on at the reasone op'innx1 stage or' ewo:·; !.ate.;, tli1for-tur,ately this 
rema·ined tr'U1" in 1984, The Commission regards this as "'••u• yinq tendency and 
in its contacts at political LeveL and w-ith nation<:H goverT.ment departments it 
has bee~ tryir19 to secure a change in this behaviow-. 
9. In 1984 the number· of infr·ingement proceedings initiated or· pursued grew 
s·ignif1cantl.y. As the Commissior1 said in the first report, regard·ing the 
growth observed in 1983~ there is no one cause for this: there has been an 
increase in the number of actual infrin~ements, but monitoring procedures have 
also been tightened. 
;co;<B;;--1-81 f·in~·l-~-~~~?Jt 11. 
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10. As regards directives, Tables No 2 and No 3 show that the number of cases 
in which infringement proceedings were initiated for failure to notify 
implementing measur·es by th<e required date increas.'d in absolute terms. The 
bulk of the growth here is due to the fact that in 1 983 the Commission dropped 
proceedings in a fairly large numbPr of old cases, so as to be able to send 
fresh letters of formal notice with a more detailerl statement of its grounds, 
for reasons of legal certaint· expounded in certain di eta of the 
Court of Justice; these fresh letters were for th. most part sent in 1984. 
Accordingly, this increase does not alter the fact, Jted in the first report, 
that the proportion of proceedings concerned wi • , failure to transpose 
directives has been falling off, owing partly to t<1e effectiveness of the 
measures taken and partly to a reduction in the numbe1· of directives requiring 
·implementation. 
11. Given the difficulties, particularly constitutional and administrative, 
expefienced by certain Member States in incorporating directives into domestic 
law, the Commission has been seeking to induce an awareness of the problem at 
the highest levels. A number of cases were settled in Italy following action 
of this kind, some of them being of very long standing and already condemned 
by the Court of Justice. In the case of Greece the Commission has been 
seeking through all useful channels to facilitate the integration of the 
country into the Community legal order. It has noted significant progress in 
this respect. 
12. As to the application of the Treaty and of regulations, the tables 
confirm the increase in proceedings since 1979. Annex A shows that in 
relation to 1983 the number of cases where proceedings reached the stage of a 
reasoned opinion or reference to the Court of Justice increased by more than 
35%. The Commission is aware that the increase is not due solely to the 
stricter measures it has itself taken. This is shown by the growing number of 
complaints lodged since 1982 <see Table No 4), although figures of this kind 
cannot give a full picture of the situation here. They take no account of 
whether a particular infringement has a very serious effect on the proper 
operation of the common market or is perhaps less important, and they provide 
no information on the context in which the infringement was committed: is it 
an isolated case, or does it form part of a series of measures? 
13. The sector-by-sector analysis and Tables No 2 and No 3 show that, as in 
1983, the infringements listed relate essentially to obstacles to free 
movement for both ilndus'trial. and agricultural products (Articles 30 et seq. 
and 95 of the EEC Treaty), which is essential if the single market is to 
operate properly. 
14. Progress towards integration has had the effect of highlighting the 
existence of infrin9ements, particularly in that the man in the street is 
1
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16. Th~ list includes both judgments whi h hf·Ve no·t to the Commissionls 
knowledge been compLied with and those which have been onLy partialLy compLied 
with, such as the one against Italy in Case 221/83, on veterinary surgeons. 
It also indicates where Member States have taken practical steps showing that 
they intend to comply. The Commission will be watching to ensure that they do 
SOo 
17. If the figures in the first report are compared with those given here, it 
wi U be seen that the Member States have made effor·ts to comply with Court 
judgments. Twelve judgments have in the meantime been implemented. 
18. The Commiss'ion h giving i'"" fulL attention to this matter. In ertain 
particularly ~JO"'rying rases" in adcHtion to taking infr,ingernen1: pr·oc•.?edings 
f o r f a i L u r e to co ;np l y : ·! -! t h A r t ~! t; !_ e ,.i 1 .. 1 of t h e E E C T rea t y fi l t \tJ 'i L L see k to d raw 
attentio~ to the gr it:• of the Member Stats's off0nce through atl ap~ropriate 
potit·ical ;:ind adm~nis·tc·at·'\'2 chan;:;;::Ls so that the infr··i·1g<.mt::c:t c.an be ended 
rapidly. It hope::; that tik Members of tfv:: Europear1 ParLi;;men~ 1Jil 1 give 'it 
their support here .. and e'J':ourage r·apld compliance witt; C.)urt judgments 
thr~)ugh the;r contacts with thei do~1estlc parliament.:> a~1d by bringin~l the 
matter home to public opin;,;n. 
0 0 
19. The sector-by-sector analysis be~o~ describes the CommiSSion's monitoring 
activities according to the field involve~: for exampLe their extension to new 
policies such as fisheries and developments in are~s such as external 
relations policy or budgetary matters. 
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SECTOR-BY-SECTOR AI.Al YSIS 
Statistical matters 
20. The obligations of th~~ Member States in the s 1tistical field for the 
most part consist in furnishing the Commission with ~tatistical data dealing 
with a particular subject at set intervals and in ~;~escribed conditions of 
form and content. 
21. As in previous years, the infringement proceedings taken concerned 
persistent delays in supplying information. 
22. Thus Belgium is still not complying with the time-limits for furnishing 
external trade statistics, and Italy is not yet in a position to furnish a 
complete statement of goods transport carried out by Italian nationals. 
Administrative matters 
23. A number of obligations are imposed on Member States by the 
Staff Regulations. Non-compliance with those Regulations has given rise to two 
types of infringement proceedings: 
(i) the Commission, after conducting negotiations with all the Member States 
with a view to arriving at a correct implementation of the provisions of the 
Staff Regulations on the transfer of pension rights, continued the 
infringement proceedings commenced against Belgium and the Netherlands. 
Ciil The Commission also sent a reasoned opinion to the 
Federal Republic of Germany and to Belgium in view of their refusal to pay 
family allowances due in respect of officials' dependent children. 
Budgetary matters 
24. As regards the calculation of interest on account of late payment action 
was taken on two infringements by sending a reasoned op1n1on to the 
United Kingdom and commencing proceedings before the Court of Justice against 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 
25. The Commission continues to pay close attention to infringements likely 
to affect the volume of own resources. 
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Economic and monetary policv 
26" As regards the liberalization of capital movement'' provided for by the 
freaty and by two Council directives of 1960 and 1962 t Commission continued 
two infringement proceedings against Greece for failure to liberalize blocked 
assets and investments in immovable property made residents of the other 
Member State::;., 
27. b.s fo" cur·rent payment:; CArt'cle 106 C>i; the Tn:aty) and morE· pf'~-:cisel; 
transfers co~nected wi~h tourism and other forms of travel, th@ Comm1ssion, 
inllowing the Court s t o·f 3'i January 191}.::,r ini:ormed certain 
Member States of the conclusions ~t drew from that judgment. Tne Commission's 
viewr out shortly, is that residents of Member States must be assured of being 
abLe to have avai table the resources necessary C(! me<~t any expenses inccJr-red 
abroad 5 whether this is done by transfers throu9~ approved intermediaries, by 
granting at the outset fixed allowances of foreign currency with provision for 
them to be increased on production of pr·ima fade evidence, and possibly 
subsequent justification, or by the use of appropriate instruments of payment 
while abroad. 
28. At the same time the Commission asked to be informed of the pr·ovisions 
the Member States concemed intended to adopt in order· to comply with the 
pr·inciples laid down by the Court. It took note of the liberalization 
measur·es aLready existing in this f-ield, and is folLowing the matter with 
close attention in close cotlaboration with -che competent national 
author i t i e s ,. 
29. ~~ith a vie~->1 to strengthening the feeling of solidarity and of belonging 
to a community among citiz<~ns of the Member· S!:.:-1tes '.:he Comm ssior: in 1984 
devoted special. attent·ion to the creation of a "people'.;; Europe". In this 
context it SPt itseLf as a priority objecc·ive th'=' :'!.i;,,ina ·ion of non-·tariH 
barriers cord:Tavening Artie es 3CI to 36 of tl1':' EU rr,~aty ~~hlctl pr·event 
citizens from bene-fiting -fui lf frc'1' the oppr:rtun'!ties af·forJed by the 
Common ~iarke . 
30 .. The fir2t pr'obl.e!1J 1:,; to chfJ:i£1':' the 
erose; ·n\) of fr·onHer's \,,.;thin the COill' t;nify 
checks, tiresan~ formaliti~s, unnece~sary 
ci r cumsta;:r;es 
by aklL h inJ 
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r·e -\rnh1 i r seme', :. of u~1 reasonable fines" 
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For dgricultural products se0 ~he c~apter dealing with ayri~u.tur~ .. 
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31. Formalities and checks at frontiers go hand-in-hand with administrative 
obstacles within Me•mber States that prevent the citizen from enjoying the 
benefit of the European dimension whether as a cons~mer or as a tourist. For 
example, during the past three yea~s the Commissior has received a great many 
complaints concerning the di ffi cu l ~i es encountered on registering vehicles 
imported from another Member Stat• and the probler1s arising from movement 
within the Community of vehicles equipped· with t ' radio. In 1984 the 
Commission wrote tc• all th~e Member States setting out the principles of 
Community law governing thes1e two subjects; it askd them to examine their 
rules in the light of these principles and, where r".>cessary, to bring them 
into line with the obligations derived from Community law. 
32. Another sector the Commission is still studying attentively is that of 
food products (for example bread, margarine, milk substitutes, jellied sweets, 
caviar substitutes) and particularly alcoholic drinks (beer, vermouth, rum, 
gin, cider and sparkling grape juice). A whole panoply of national rules deal 
with the composition, the description or the packing of products and require 
manufacturers in other Member States to adapt their products to the rules of 
the national market thus restricting the free choice of consumers and 
preventing the free movement of products lawfully manufactured and marketed in 
another Member State. The provisions of Articles 30 et seq. of the EEC Treaty 
as interpreted in the Cassis de Dijon case permit wider freedom of trade 
between the Member States while at the same time avoiding the creation of a 
complete range of Euro-products in which national and regional characteristics 
and traditions would be lost. 
33. As regards the pharmace1Jtical industry, the Commission has commenced 
proceedings under Article 169 of the Treaty against several Member States in 
view of the incompatibility of their rules on price control over 
pharmaceutical products and reimbursement of the cost of such products under 
social security with Articles 30 et seq. of the Treaty. The Commission bases 
its case on the principles enunciated by the Court of Justice on the subject 
of national price rules, particularly in its judgment in Case 181/82 Roussel 
on price control and its judgment in Case 238/82 Duphar on reimbursement. 
34. The number of cases examined is constantly growing, particularly if 
presumed infringements and complaints are included; the Commission settles 
the majority of thes1~ cases by means of informal contacts and almost all of 
them without bringing the matter before the Court. While the volume of such 
material is partly due to the economic difficulties of the Member States and 
the protectionist pressures to which their governments are subject, its growth 
is also due to the time that rnust necessarily elapse between the lodging of a 
complaint and the settlement of the case. 
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35. The Commission is conscious of the fact that this situation tends to 
favour Member States committing infringements and to impair public confidence 
in the future of the Common Market. It is trying to remedy the situation by 
preventing infringements. 
36. Thus Directive 83/189/EEC, which came into force on 1 April 1984 requires 
Member States to notify their draft technical rules to the Commission. The 
Commission is then required to examine whether the implementation of the draft 
rules would be likely to affect the movement of goods; if so, it indicates to 
the Member State concerned the amendments that appear necessary to remove or 
Limit the obstacles to trade, and may also propose Community legislation or 
the creation of European standards. This system, by preventing new obstacles 
from arising, clearly offers the great advantage of reducing in the long term 
the workload of the Community institutions both in terms of harmonizing 
Legislation and in proceeding against infringements. In the short term, 
however, it is more likely to increase the Commis&ion's workload since it ~ill 
have to detect in each case, and within a short time limit,. the obstacles 
which might result from the implementation of provisions which are still only 
in draft and which at that stage may seem innocuous. 
37. As regards harmonization designed to eliminate technical barriers to 
trade in view of the volume of Community law requiring to be incorporated in 
national Law the situation may be regarded as satisfactory. 
38. This also applies to the 154 harmonization 
industrial products for which the time limit for 
In response to steady pressure by the Commission, 
in 1984 their efforts to incorporate them. 
directives concerned with 
incorporation had expired. 
the Member States continued 
39. Directives of this kind are sufficiently precise and detailed not to give 
rise to many cases of non-compliance or incorrect application, except - and 
this is worth stressing - for the "tow tension" directive, which has given 
rise to problems of interpretation. 
40. It is rare for such proceedings to reach the stage of an action before 
the Court of Justice, since the delays in incorporation are usually due to 
administrative problems that tend to resolve themselves at the latest 
following issue of a reasoned opinion. Such proceedings ·involve so many 
r~ember States thrlt it is not possible to draw any infer·ence regar-ding the 
attitude to its obligations of any particular Member State. 
111. As regards the pharmaceutical industry,. the increase in the number of 
proceedings during the year can doubtless be explained by the particutarl~' 
complex nature cf pharmaceutical Legislation, which inevitably gives risP tu 
legal or administrative delays. However... the basic directives cor.cer.:ing 
pharmaceutical specialities for the use of humans have not yet been 
incorporated into national law either by Greece or by Italy. 
42. So far as chemical products are concerned, the directives concern 
particularly detergents and fertilizers and dangerous preparations and 
substances, where the provisions are also concerned with the protection of 
consumers by means of labelling.. While the number of cases giving rise to 
proceedings is relatively Large,.. it must be stressed that the situation has 
improved during the second half of 1984. The Commission hopes that this trend 
wilL continue so that during the coming year a certain number of these 
proceedings can be terminated. 
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Free 110ve•ent o1f persons and freedom to provide services 
43. The Commission commenced infringement proceedings against Greece for 
failure to incorporate D'irective 73/148/EEC on the abolition of restrictions 
on movement and residence in the Community for nationals of Member States and 
their families, and for maintaining the requirement that travellers arriving 
by air have to complete an embarkation card. It continued the proceedings 
against Ireland for failure to incorporate that directive correctly into 
national law. 
44. The number of infringements of the directives issued under Article 57 of 
the EEC Treaty with a view to ensuring the freedom of movement of persons 
practising a profession (doctors, nurses responsible for general care, 
dentists, midwives, lawyers, hairdressers, transport agents) has doubled in 
comparison with the preceding year. Whilst in some cases the infringements 
concern merely a failure to communicate the national implementing measures by 
the time limit set, some of the proceedings concern incorrect implementation 
and discrimination (Articles 52 and 59 of the EEC Treaty) on grounds of 
nationality against persons wishing to take up a profession, particularly in 
France and Italy. 
45. As regards the company law directives based on Article 54(3)(g) of the 
EEC.Treaty, intended to coordinate the s~feguards ~hich, for the protection of 
the interests of members and others, ar·e required of companies or firms, the 
number of infringements is substantially less than Jn the preceding year. 
46. In 1984 the Commission was able to terminate seven proceedings leaving 
still unsettled two cases of failure to implement a judgment of the 
Court of Justice (Belgium and Italy) concerning failure to incorporate into 
national law the second directive on the constitution of limited companies and 
three cases of failure to communicate national implementing measures dealing 
with the fourth directive on the annual accounts of certain forms of company. 
On these cases the Commission has decided to commence actions before the 
Court of Justice (Germany, Ireland and Italy). 
Customs Union 
47. During 1984 infringements relating to charges having equivalent effect to 
customs duties (Articles 9 et seq. of the EEC Treaty) have been less numerous 
than those concerning customs rules (regulations and directives). 
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48. Three cases have been terminated following steps taken by the 
Member State concerned to give effect to the Court's judgments ru'.:ny that 
certain charges imposed on imports in international trade had eqv :valent 
effect to customs duties. Another case has been closed following complianGc 
by the Member State concerned with a reasoned decision taken by the Com~;ssio~ 
under Article 88 of the ECSC Treaty. 
49. On the other hand proceedings commenced against Belgium 
charge having equivalent effect have not been terminated 
Member State has not yet taken the steps necessary to give 
concerning "' 
bec.:~usf t',at 
effe,;t to the 
Court.'s judgment. The Commission has therefore decided to commence ftes!-
infringement proceedings based on Article 171 of the Treaty. 
50. The Commission has commenced an action before the Court against thr:: 
United Kingdo.l!' in a case concerning the origin of products resuttirg horn 
joint fishi~g by a Cowmunity and a non-Community boat. 
51. Fou:- infr-ingement proceeding~ reached the n!asoned opinion stage. Two o? 
them relate ~o charges considered by the Commission to have an effect 
eq~ivalent to customs duties and the other two to an incorrect application c~ 
the custo~s ~uLes on the common customs tar~~f and quotas. 
52. So far as direct~ves are concerned the majority of the infringements 
concern the fallurf: of Member States to communicate to d1e Cummission the 
nat·ional mei:!sures necessary to incorporate into domestic law certa~r 
directives relati11g to inward pr'O··:essing (processing or transformation under· 
customs sucervision of non-Comm~nity goods with a view to their re-export) and 
export of goo~is". However,. the majority of these proceedings have been 
termin3ted, si:1ce the Member States concerned communicated their implementing 
measures after receiving the letter of formal notice. 
53. It shouLd be noted that the action taken by the Comm·lssion agair>st 
certain Member States under Article 169 of the Treaty in relation to customs 
matters has not always been in response to complaints, but has also lncluded 
cases detected the Commission's own enquiries, particularly in the course 
of inspection visits to the Member States in the context of monitoring the 
Community's own resources. 
tompet.i t; on 
54. ArticLe 37 of the EEC Treaty requires Member States to adjust any state 
monopolies of a commercial character. In 1984 the Commission dealt with twc 
infringements by France. 
55. In the case of the monopoly in manufactured tobacco, the Commission is 
observing closely the application of the measures taken recently, which ~auld 
put an end tc the infringement by widening the rules on access to the trade to 
include nationals of other Member States and regularizing the terms for the 
grant of credit to retail tobacconists. 
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56. On the other hand the Commission has delivered a reasoned op1n1on calling 
for the adjustmEmt of the spirits monopoly, which includes a system of 
surcharges and levies li•:~ble to discriminate against spirits imported from 
other Member States. 
Banks, ;nsurance etc. 
57. In the area of fino:~ncial institutions the Commission has decided to 
commence proceedings against the Netherlands under Article 169 of the 
EEC Treaty for failure to observe Article 171 of the Treaty, in view of the 
fact that that State has not yet complied with the Court's judgment in 
Case 160/82 concerning the taking-up and the pursuit of the business of direct 
insurance other than life assurance. 
58. The Commission is awaiting the Court's judgment in five cases it brought 
before the Court in two different fields. In the context of freedom of 
establishment an action before the Court was commenced against France, which 
refuses to grant a tax credit to agencies and branches of insurance, re-
insurance and capital redemption companies from other Member States, this 
credit being reserved fo1· persons having their effective domicile <domicile 
r~el) or registered office in France. In the context of freedom to provide 
services particularly in the field of co-insurance, actions were commenced 
against Germany, Denmark 1• France and Ireland on the grounds that the national 
implementing measures they have communicated are not in conformity with 
Community law. 
59. As regards credit institutions, a reasoned op1n1on has been sent to 
France concerning the partial incorporation of the directive on information to 
be published on a regular basis by companies the shares of which have been 
admitted to official stock exchange listing. 
60. The Commission also sent a reasoned opinion to Ireland, which had failed 
to incorporate 'into national law three directives relating to securities 
<conditions for the admission of securities to official Listing; prospectus 
required for such admission; information to be published on a regular basis by 
companies the shares of which have been admitted to official listing) and 
sent a letter o·f formal notice to Belgium, Germany, Greece, Italy and 
Luxembourg concerning the failure to communicate national implementing 
measures. It also commenced infringement proceedings against France on the 
same ground, in relation to the directive on the conditions for the admission 
of securities to official listing. 
61. On the same ground a!~ain, the Commission commenced the procedure provided 
for under Article 169 of the EEC Treaty against Italy and the Netherlands in 
relation to the directivE~ coordinating provisions for the taking-up and the 
pursuit of the business of direct life assurance. 
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Taxation 
62. The Commission issued a reasoned op1n1on in six new cases additional to 
the two cases which had already reached this stage and of which details are 
given in Annex A. One of these proceedings was commenced against Italy under 
Article 171 of the EEC Treaty for failure to give effect to the Court's 
judgment of 15 March 1983 in Case 319/81 concerning differential taxation of 
spirits. 
63. Three other cases in which the issue of a reasoned op1n10n produced no 
result have been brought before the Court of Justice; these are additional to 
the two cases still pending before the Court on this subject. 
64. Finally, the Commission decided to terminate the proceedings commenced 
against Italy regarding its system of excise duty on spirits since it had 
adapted its Legislation to Community law, and the proceedings against the 
United Kingdom regarding the taxation of beer and wine following the 
Court's judgment of 12 July 1983 (Case 170/78), since that country had also 
brought to an end the discrimination complained of. 
65. In the case of Greece, the extent of the discriminations and their link 
with the structure of the tax system are such that the only solution that has 
been found possible for bringing about as quickly as possible the tax 
conditions needed for free movement of goods was to impose a regulatory tax, 
in order to compensate, over a transitional period, for the simultaneous 
abolition of the Greek fiscal practices discriminating against imports. The 
rates of this tax have been determined by reference to the protection enjoyed 
by similar or competing national products at the time the tax was introduced. 
66. The gradual abolition of this transitional tax 
in accordance with a timetable such that it will 
1 January 1989. The first reduction of 10% 
Greek Government on 2 July 1984. 
is intended to take effect 
be finally eliminated by 
was duly made by the 
67. As regar-ds the monitoring of the application of secondary Legislation, 
the Commission's main task is to supervise the application of the 
Sixth VAT Directive (77/388/EEC). 
68. The Commission therefore sent a reasoned opinion in seven new cases on 
the ground of incorrect application of this directive. These cases concern: 
Ireland and the United Kingdom as regards the maintenance of zero rates; 
France and Ireland as regards the reduction in the taxable base; 
the United Kingdom as regards the exemption for services provided by 
members of the medical and para-medical professions; 
the Netherlands as regards the tax status of notaries and bailiffs; 
the Federal Republic of Germany as regards the application of the 
principle of "Organschaft" to companies established abroad. 
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69. The Commission br,ought actions before the Court of Justice under 
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty in three cases, namely: 
against Ireland and the Netherlands as regards a reduction in the 
taxable amount in cases where goods are taken back; 
against Germany as regards the exemption for services rendered by 
carriers to the Federal Post Office. 
70. The Commission also commenced proceedings against Belgium on the basis of 
Article 171 of the EEC Treaty for failure to comply with the judgment of the 
Court dated 10 April 1984 (Case 324/84) concerning the minimum basis of 
taxation for new and demonstration vehicles. 
71. In the casE~ of the new charge imposed by F ranee on spirits and tobacco 
for the benefit of social security funds, France has now amended its 
legislation so as to bring to an end the infringement arising from the charge 
imposed on tobacco. As regards alcoholic drinks, a prov1s1on in the 
Finance Bill for 1985 would, if adopted, settle this aspect also. 
72. Finally, the Commission dE>cided to terminate the proceedings commenced 
against Germany, Italy, France and Denmark concerning the place of taxation of 
the service in the case of hiring out of movable tangible property, since the 
Tenth VAT Directive (84/3186/EEC) adopted by the Council on 31 July 1984 has 
settled this matter. The case commenced against France concerning the 
exemption for automatic games may be settled shortly, since the 
French Government has undertaken to take steps to put an end to this 
infringement in the Finance Bill for 1985. 
73. In another case a reasoned opinion was issued concerning the incorrect 
application of Directive 72/464/EEC on manufactured tobacco. It concerned the 
Belgian system of fixed retail prices for tobacco products. Proceedings are 
also continuing against France, which has not given effect to the Court's 
judgment of 21 June 19831 (Case 90/82 on the fixing of retail prices for 
tobacco), on the basis of Article 171 of the EEC Treaty. 
74. In the course of monitoring the incorporation of Community rules into 
national law the Commission has had to commence several proceedings for 
failure by Member States to communicate their national implementing measures; 
a list of these is given in Annex B. 
75. A number of these proceedings have been commenced on the basis of 
Article 171 of the EEC Treaty, chiefly against Italy, which has not adopted 
measures to comply with the tobacco directives 72/464/EEC and 77/805/EEC 
(judgment of 7 December 1982 in Case 41/82) or measures to comply with the new 
directive 79/32/EEC (definitions ahd categories of tobacco) despite the 
Court's judgment of 5 June 1984 <Case 280/83). 
76. As far as Greece is concerned, incorporation of the VAT directives has 
been postponed until 1 January 1986 (Fifteenth VAT Directive 83/648/EEC). 
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77. As will be seen from the annexes, in 1984 the Commission had occ~~ior, tc 
issue a reasoned opinion in four cases concerned respectively wit~ inadequate 
imp!ementatic'n by Italy, Ireland, \.tJxembourg and the Unjted Kingdo~ ·:iH? 
Co"nm1<;shm had to commence an action before the Ccurt 'Against BelgH.w. ,·;d 
It:;Ly,. 'in the latter case under two different headings. On the oti:"·· :;a;'Jd, ~n 
f~ve cases thP Commission was able to terminate the rro~eed~0gs L (f 
se.t~sfymg itseU that the Member State in question nad .:ompl ~r:• .di:h :1·1e 
reasoned opinion or the Court's judgment. 
78 ,. The 
cc::np! i ed 
Cr,mm:ss1on also found that in 
~it~~n a reasonable time with 
one cas\:! the r"'ember S1." 
the j udgrr.t:nt the Court 
s~;:dnst ·'t. Tr, other· casf?s it is ·::ontinuing its investiqations (.;de ~·;·•r-·1,: 1?: 
hm.: f;;'r thr;: Cc,.rt's judgments have been complied with, It a~so .:omi'i0~~:;f,_; 
r:'-oGeer:!:::g n :; case where a !'!ember Stat<: had not commlmicate,j ti'e m·.>.:i-5ures 
~mpl~menting a directive. 
70. f·. mo:-e s:p0cific examination is being made of certain t'.i;.e~" fhL•S ~:i;e 
Com~icsirn adopted a report for the Council, sent also to t~~ 
Eu:"'opear. :'.v·L·;,,n,ent and the Ecor.cmic an,:\ Sc·idl (.)mmittee, on th:: t::,tt•··.t: tu 
•,•h'ch the pri•:c:pte of equal pdy has b<:·~;:r't <;;pp:_i("•.l in Gree;::e. ·~>:<:? Commiss\or. 
is ~Lso "rontin<.,·;ng its examination of the cor-elusions of the study -it has maoe 
e-n the ,;,;;,sequence!: o·: the judr~rPents of ·Lhe Court of Justice in Case 149/79 
concerni~g th~ app!icati0n of a nationality condition for access to employment 
in the pubti service. 
~0. 0n scciat affairs few matters remain in ~isp~~e. • d numb0r Gf ruses ~~~ 
,(·,ich th>O' l:orr,rdssion became uwa~'r' of problems in app -i ·~1 Comma:;;\~:· LeW, ·~·. 
fo.;;:d that t rr:sutt from the ~r.correr.t application of r.a ;,};-)a' Lehv ~,;;·r,·· 
itseLf is in ac(;orciance with Community taw, and car. be resul''' .. l t•.Y ·•u:-the. 
s-:-ud'( r:f ihE· matter, or that the •natter has been brou~1ht bc;ore ; J 1,m,1L 
:::C)Ui't!;; :1nd th~·:y hri\le bPen able to reso~_ve it b} reft:·tr··!n'] quest·;;)t·t.:~ ;:cj ·::ht2' 
Cou:·: of Jt,st"c;:: "i'or pretiminar-y rulings, Consequen~·~ there i:H"t: ·.•:ry few 
real infr·i s by :·1embr~r States. WIH!i'e substant·ic.l Jive;-g::nce:., n~;-•• .:;~r: · 
p<'r't·L::;!;:;, 1. relation to fr€>2 movement of workers equaL pd;' for ,,,er: <::;·,d 
wo:n~~n and p~·ctect ion uf ~iorkers in CLISE- of targe-·scaLe -edu:·lddn,: i€3 :·nd 
trans+er of busi~Psses 
Com~issior oft0n concern 
~_£qu_:L~~co~~~~!-'uta ir~. 
the grounds for complaint on i:i:€ par'~ :yr 
only minor aspects which do not seriousLY ef'e~~ 
8'!. ,<1s r~"q:H·ds e;·;vinmmer.taL po~ icy the Commission in-it·iated 29 ·i: :·'r:""~'''r'" 
!.H'Cto>ed·i,·l;;;s a~Jd "ec;t 46 reasoned o;:::inions. J\n action before ti;~;- .,vu ',1,'\3 
connn(~nced ag.:::nst the t•etherlands concer-;,-ing the incorporation into rJ<:t·fonat 
l3w of the groundwater directive. 
i-!?. During thr ycJr the Commission devoted special attentHw· to the 
appL'ication two di:ective:;,. the one concerning the noti"i~·::at·ion of nP.~~ 
dangerous substances placed on the market and the one concerning conservat~on 
ct wild birds. It felt obliged to commenc~ fresh infringem~nt proceecings 
against Belgium, w~ich has not give~ effect to four judgments of the 
Court of Justice. 
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83. On consumer protection 11 fresh infringement proceedings were commenced, 
one of them agslinst Italy for failing to give effect to a Court judgment. 
Three reasoned opinions were sent. 
84. Overall, during 1984, the Commission terminated 25 cases on the 
environment and 13 on consumer protection, the Member States concerned having 
put an end to the infringement. 
Agricultural policy 
85. With rega1rd to freedom of movement for agricultural products, 
infringements hampering trade vary as widely as they do for manufactured 
goods. Some examples are: 
technical requirements or quality criteria having the effect of limiting or 
discouraging imports. In particular the Commission took action against this 
type of measure in the case of the restrictions imposed on the marketing or 
import of butter, beef and veal in Greece and of fractionated butter in Italy; 
excessive or systematic checks, particularly health or phytosanitary 
checks, where these are more rigorous for imported products and are not 
justified under Article :s6 of the EEC Treaty. The Commission has taken action 
against such practices in relation to game in Germany <this Member State took 
steps to bring the infringement to an end and thus enabled the Commission to 
terminate the proceedin!~S) and in relation to imported poultrymeat in the 
United Kingdom and Ireland; 
too much time taken for these checks, a practice the Commission condemned 
in connection with the importation of Cagliata cheese in Italy; 
excessively restricted customs facilities, including the closing by the 
Italian authorities of the frontier post at the Resia Pass to imports of 
butter and cheese; 
requirement of licences, technical certificates or certificates of origin 
on import or export, such as those applied in relation to milk products and 
potatoes in Ireland, animal products in the United Kingdom, certain types of 
meat in Greece and horses for slaughtering and champagne in France; 
unjustified prohibitions, such as those affecting pasteurized milk in the 
United Kingdom, bananas ·in Greece and refined animal fat for human consumption 
in Germany. 
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86. As regard measures ruling the common market organisation, infringements 
concern either the incorrect applicat·ion of the Community rules or delay in 
the application of provisions which must often, if they are to produce the 
immediate impact intended by the Community Legislature, take effect at short 
notice. 
87. On this last point, the Commission felt obliged to take action on the 
delay by Italy in applying the Council regulations on the rationalization 
measures for fruit production in the Community and the grant of a reconver·sion 
premium for wine growers,.. the Council regulation establishing in certain 
regions arrangements for encouraging the formation of groups of producers and 
the Council regulation making arrangements for the abandonment of areas under 
vines. 
88. Moreover, as a result of enquiries made of the Member States 
the application of the Community rules on practicaL checks of 
content of frozen poultry, the Commission found that Italy had 




89. Incorrect application of Community rules affects the functioning of the 
market organizations, in the milk sector in the United Kingdom by reason of 
certain activities of the Milk Marketing Boards in relation to prices, in the 
fruit and vegetables sector in Italy and in the wine sector in Germany. 
90. Failure to observe certain rules of the common organization of markets 
may make imports more difficult and thu~ impede the free movement of goods. 
Such is the case of the incorrect application of the common quality standards 
in the fruit and vegetables sector in Belgiumc Such infringements also 
produce restrictive effects in trade within the M<::·mber· States concerned and 
must for this reason be regarded as falling into the second category, namely 
that of infringements of the law governing the common agricultural. 
organization itself. 
91. The range of infringemPnts is very wide. Some of them (slightly over 50% 
of reasoned opinions and SO>~ of act:"ions before the Court of Justice) concern 
the freedom of movement of goods, while others concern the harmonious 
functioning of the market organizatic,r•s and Cornmun·ity structural policy in 
agriculture. 
92. The list given in the annexes shows that during the period under review, 
iG relation to the two categories of requirements just mentioned, the 
Commission issued 19 reasoned opinions and commenced four acticns for default 
before the Court of Justice,. while nine cas~s are still pend·ing before the 
Court or have already reached the stage of judgment. 
93. During the same period the Commission 
proceedings which had reached the stage of 
commencement of an action before the Court. 
terminated 12 infringement 
a r~as~ned opinion or of 
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94. Finally, the Commission was obliged to commence two fresh infringement 
proceedings for infringement of Articl~ 171 of the EEC Treaty, since Italy has 
not yet amended its rules concerning quality standards for fruit and 
vegetables a~d the fixing of producers' prices for ~ilk in compliance with the 
Court's judgments of 15 Novembe;· 1983 (Case 32;·i82) and 7 February 1984 
(Case 166/82). 
95. The majority of the infringements giving rise t proceedings consisted in 
failure to communi Gate national implementing m 'asures <43 proceedings 
commenced in 1984). 
96. Although the Commission did commence infringement proceedings in relation 
to seeds and plants and phytosanitary checks, proceedings have been 
particularly numerous in relation to feedingstuffs (17) and veterinary 
supervision <15). Such proceedings have been chiefly against France <11) and 
Italy <17) for failure to communicate national implementing measures. 
Fisheries 
97. In monitoring the new common fisheries policy the Commission had to 
commence infringement proceed;ings against seven Member State for failure to 
observe the catch quotas ~llotted to them for the 1983-1984 season. 
98. It also had to send a letter of formal notice to six of them for failure 
to apply, or incorrect application of, control procedures which were to be 
established to ensure observance of the rules governing the conservation of 
fishery resources. 
Transport policy 
99. The general situation in transport has improved in compar1s1on with the 
preceding year, particularly as regards infringements of directly applicable 
Community law (regulations). For the 21 transport regulations, only one case 
has yet gone beyond the stage of a letter of formal notice. Two cases have 
been terminated. 
100. As regards inland transport in particular, it must be noted that only 
France and the Netherlands arE~ still "involved in proceedings concerning the 
social provisions in the road transport sector. These proceedings have been 
suspended to await any decisions that may be reached in the discussions within 
the Council on a rev1s1on of the current rules (Regulation on social 
provisions No 543/69 and Regulation on the tachograph No 1463/70). Italy is 
also still committing an infringement by incorrect application of the 
Regulation on the Community quota. This infringement was confirmed by the 
Court of Justice in its judgment of 13 December 1984 (Case No 246/81). 
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101. As regards the 31 directives, out of a total of 11 proceedings 1 seven 
~ave been commenced against five Member States for failure to communicate, or 
"incorrectness of, the natio1~a implementing me::1sures .. One case concer·ns an 
incorrect application of meas res correctly incorporated into national Law. 
102. As regards the taking up of the occupatio~ of road haulage operator and 
the mutual r·eco9rition d d'iplomas,. Ttal. has st i :. not commurl'icateci the 
measures implementing the d ~ectives despits t commencement c fres 
infringement proceedin~JS for f<:Plure to give effect to the j s g,.;en CJ'I 
this topic by the Court of Justice. 
103. In the case of Directive 80/1263 concerning driving Licences, e;,,d the 
proceedings commenced against Belgium,, Ireland and ItaLy for· failure to 
communicate implementing measures, it may be observed that the situation in 
Belgium is in the course of being regularized. Greece has adopted the 
necessary implementing measures. 
104. As regards combined means of transport, a field particularly important 
for the development of Community transport, proceedings have been commenced 
against Italy for failure to communicate implementing measures 
(Directive 82/603/EEO. A dispute with that country· on the application of 
Directive 75/130/EEC has been brought before the Court. 
105. Whilst the situation ·in the air· transpott sector has not yet been 
completely regularized, it does not give rise to serious concern. Directive 
83/416 concerning the authorization of regular interr·egion::;l air· services is 
being applied. For four other Member States the implementing measures are at 
present under r~·iscussion. Proceedings have ~een commenced against France and 
the Netherlands for fzii t•.:r·e to communicate ·impi.,~menting measur'es; these 
infringements are considere~ fairly serious since the d1rective provides that 
rights are to be conferr-ed or1 ind·ividuals. 
106. In 
applied. 
relaticn to sea transport all the Community reguLations are being 
The directives have been incorporated in a satisfactory manner. 
Energy polic~ 
107. The Commission continued to foll0w particularly closely the trend in the 
prices of crude oil and petroleum products in the Community on the basis of 
the information the Member States are required to send to it each quarter. It 
continued the infringement proceedings commenced last year against Belgium. 
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108. As announced in its first annual report, the Commission sent to the 
Council proposals te> solve the probl:~m of unsat:sfactory implementation of 
Chapter VI of the Euratom Treaty by adopting a new Community supply system. 
External Relations 
109. The scope of the princ'ple Laid down lY Article 113 of the 
Treaty of Rome whereby commercial policy falls wit in the competence of the 
Community, still gives rise to difficulties. Dispu ~s have arisen in various 
circumstances and the Commission has commenced infringement proceedings 
against a Member State which had concluded, in thr:: form of an exchange of 
letters, an agreement concerning agri-foodstuffs of a kind for which it was no 
longer competent. 
110. The Commission is continuing to examine bilateral trade agreements 
coming up for renewal and sometimes finds clauses in them which duplicate the 
commitments of the Community. It will take the appropriate steps to remedy 
this situation. 
111. The category o·f "economic cooperation" agreements, for which Council 
Decision 74/393/EEC e~stablishE~s a system for dealing with infringements and 
reaching a preliminary conclusion, was also systematically studied. A certain 
number of presumed infringements are also being studied. In the period under 
review the Commission brought three cases before the Court (France-Mexico, 
France-Poland, France-South l<orea) and issued a reasoned opinion in three 
other cases (Greece-Algeria, Greece-USSR, Greece-China). 
112. Several cases involving possible failures to observe the obligation of 
consultation before granting or guaranteeing certain export credits 
(Decision 73/391/EEC) are at present being studied by the Commission. 




this sphere the Commission's monitoring of the application of 
law is essentially designed to ensure observance by the Member 
the various protocols concluded in the context of the Lome 
Convention. 
114. The Commission is following with particular attention the problems 
importers of bananas from the ACP States seem to encounter in two Member 
States. 
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table No 4 
COMPLAINTS C"C") AND INFRINGEMENTS DETECTED BY THE COMMISSION'S OWN INQUIRIES <"I">·· 
B (I DK F GD GR IRL IT l Nl Tot~t 
c I c I c I c I c I c I c I c I c I c I c I 
SG 1982 - 2 
LS 1983 - 1 1984 
- ·1 2 3 2 
SOEC 1984 - 2 2 
cus 1982 - 6 2 4 12 2 1983 
- 5 3 8 "15 9 
1984 
- 1 1 3 5 2 
I>G. I 1982 - 4 2 2 2 1 4 8 
1983 - 6 1 2 2 2 1 4 13 
1984 -
-
2 5 1 2 1 9 




- 2 1 
1984 2 2 2 
DG.III 1982 12 2 11 4 4 69 13 18 6 31 5 10 27 7 4 11 3 197 41 
1983 13 5 13 5 2 67 21 14 7 47 11 11 22 14 3 8 4 197 70 I 1984 5 5 11 7 6 53 14 14 3 64 10 4 l>5 7 1 3 3 226 51 I DG.IV 1982 5 2 3 4 2 2 2 1 17 9 
1983 2 2 1 
' 
6 1 2 1 7 18 8 r 1984 1 3 .3 1 1 2 2 1 9 7 ! 
IIG.V 1982 1 3 1 ;~ 2 1 1 7 ~ ~ 1983 5 1 6 2 1 1 2 1 . 1 5 1 2 2 24 ·' 
1984 6 3 2 2 "7 3 1 2 1 .1 4 1 1 :3 26 !. 
.! 
IIG.Vl 1982 3 2 7 4 1 1 1'7 4 11 2 12 11 2 .:. 18 3 1 'I 1 72 29 
1983 2 3 7 7 2 4 31) 7 9 9 30 8 6 4 20 10 3 2 5 109 t-O 
1984 3 11 4 2 28 5 18 1 66 2 1 1 23 6 1 11 1 16?. 2?. 
DG.VII 1982 1 1 2 
1983 2 2 -· 5 .•. 






IIG.lX 1982 1 3 1 5 
1984 2 3 
I>G.XI 1982 1 4 1 2 10 
1983 1 1 1 1 1 8 
1984 1 2 2 2 4 9 z 
I>G.XIV 1982 1 
1983 2 1 2 3 6 
1984 2 1 2 2 3 10 
fiG.XV 1982 1 -~ 1 2 11 9 2 1 3 2S 11 
1983 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 1 2 2 11 11 
1984 2 4 5 , '9 2 3 3 2 1 4 1 27 13 
DG.>:vu 1982 :2 2 
1983 1 2 
1964 2 3 
I>G.XIX 1983 4 
1984 ... 
·~,----~------- --------------~--------~---~ 
1982 22 10 31 12 7 2 106 25 39 10 59 30 17 4 53 13 5 1 13 s 352 i12 
1983 24 12 31 15 9 9 11:1 so 29 23 94 23 19 9 51 28 3 8 21 15 3n 1S'2 
198lt 14 21 34 14 13 ~ 10:1 30 36 12 11,4 26 9 6 102 21 3 4 19 7 '4 76 145 
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SEC TO< MS REF~RENCE TU COURT JUDGMENT FOR COMMISSION JUDGMENT FOR MEMBER STATE I I 
. ' J 
YEAR t~wi'9 1900 1981 1982 1983 1984 ~197911980 1981 1932 _ 1983 1984 h mJ1980 1981 J'982 r 98311984 i 1 • 
FREE m/EMENT OF" . • B ' 1 2 1 ~~ 1 I I . I I II 
PERSONS .AND FREED<Jt1 
D I I 3 . 1 II J I I ll I I ll TO PROVIDE SERVICES 
I DK 'I I . 1 . . !I . . I i ' II i I I I' 
GR I 1 ll l li I I l 
F I I 1 I 1 I 1 It J I ! I . I ! 
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1 2
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- 28- 5/5 
Court of Justice judgments not yet complied with by 31 December 1984 (Article 169 of the EEC Treaty) 











Two directives on the right of 
establishment and the freedom to 
provide services for veterinary 
surgeons 
Water content of frozen poultry 
Transport authorizations 















Nationality condition for jobs in 
public administration 
Directive on the taking up and 
pursuit of the business of credit 
·institutions 
Exemptions from turnover tax and 
excise duties on imports <butter-
buying cruises) 
nes~rving the marketing of medicinal 
preparations to ph~rmaceutical firms 
having their headquarters on German 
territory 
The Commission is awaiting notification 
of measures which the Belgian 
authorities have promised to take in 
order to comply. 
The Parliamentary process is in motion. 
New rules should be adopted by 
summer 1985. 
The customs aspect appears settled. 
On the tax aspect, the Commission is 
currently studying the position taken 
by the German Federal Finance Court. 
The case is almost settled. The 
Commission is awaiting notification of 
changes in the offending rules. 


















Rules on advertising of alcoholic 
beverages 
Marketing of vinegar 
Collective Redundancies Directive 
Directive relating to the taking up 
and pursuit of the business of 
credit institutions 
Common organization of the market -
national aids 
Refusing to register buses more 
than seven years old from other 
Member States 
I Other cases (to end of March 1985) 
BELGIUM 
19.10.81 Case Transfer of pension rights 
137/80 
02.02.83 Cases Six environmental directives 
68-73/81 
-29 -
A draft law is to be laid before 
Parliament. The offending rules are 
in fact no longer applied. 
The Italian authorities announced 
-•~1111"\rt..ft,..f ,.."'~1111"\,..aro 
t-1'-Ciiiiiii-.;;;U ""IIQII~~~ 
4 March 1985. 
in the rules on 
The Italian Government has undertaken 
to lay a draft law transposing 
Community law before Parliament 
as soon as possible. 
The Italian Parliament passed a law 
applying the Directive on 
26 February 1985. The implementing 
regulation should be issued within 
three months. 
A draft law has been sent to the 
Commission for comment. 
A draft order has been announced. 
The Commission is following its progress. 
Two directives have since been 
incorporated. 
5/6 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
~nnex A, p. 41, A 290/84 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex A, p. 41, A 4/83 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex B, p. 71, A 102/83 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex A, p. 35, A 303/84 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 




























Inspection charge for imports 
of fresh poultry-meat 
Retaining the catalogue price as the 
basis for charging VAT on cars 
Newcastle disease 
Goods Haulage Operators Directive 
Road Passenger Transport Operators 
Directive 
Second Company law Directive 
Two directives on excise duty on 
manufactured tobacco 
Three directives on proprietary 
medicinal products 
Mutual recognition of qualifications 
of transport operators 
Fruit and vegetables quality control 
Fixing the price of milk 
Directive on excise duty on 
manufactured tobacco 
- 30-
Letter of formal notice sent 
1985: A 34/85 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex B, p. 69, A 386/84 
5/7 
Fresh infringement proceedings decided 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex B, p. 87, A 175/83 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex B, p. 87, A 176/83 
Fresh infringement proceedings decided 
Fresh infringement proceedings: 
Annex B, pp. 69 and 70, A 87/83 
Letter of formal notice sent 
1985: A 59/85 
Letter of formal notice sent 
1985: A 17/85 
Letter of formal notice sent 
1985: A 68/85 
Fresh infringement proceedings decided 
Letter of formal notice sent 
1985: A 63/85 
NETHERLANDS 
15.12.82 Case Direct Insurance Directive 
160/82 
UNITED KINGDOM 
08.11.83 Case Equal treatment of men and women 
165/82 
- 31-
Letter of formal notice sent 
1985: A 58/85 
5 
Fresh infringement proceedings initia 
~· .I~f_!B~!!!f§_~~Q_Qf_Bg§~b~!!Q~§ 
Con+'?~~t~ 
:~t;:;~~ ; ·.:t i co~., Guest ions 
~dn•.; ''~'ra ,Jf: q:.oesticns 
·~\. ry Ju~s·::i~;n~~ 
f'cc·r.~,·~!'·(.. <~r.d n1cJnetary onlicy 
rnal m~;~2t and industrial affairs 
_, ; .• ~. '~tf" ·j (.' r. 
;'.'"'"" ·>J i;.s·" 'tutions and taxation 
'·'lll''"'·':t 6,··;,: SCH;i;;.l ;;.ffc;:irs 
·.'' t · '~ r r~ ·; 

















SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. t«> 
Statistical Reg.llatioo (EEC) A 26/82 
qJeSticns 1'-b 17!iJ/75 
Adninistrative Secood St.tparagraph A 65/f!3 
qJeSt100S of Art. 67(2), ard 
Art. 81 of Staff 
Regulatioos 
Art. 67(2) ard A 19/f!3 
secood Sl.bparagraph 
of Art. 68 of Staff 
Reg.~ lations 
Art. 11<2) of A 303/84 
Annex VIII to Staff 
Reg.~ lations 
A 8/78 
~t_a!_)' ~_st_ions_ Reg.Jlations (EEC) A 112/f!3 
Ncs 700/73 ard 
2891/77 













External trade statistics 
Fani Ly al Lowcn:es from rrore than 
Cl'le SOJrce 
Fani Ly al Lowcn:es from rrore than 
ooe saJrce 
<bstacles to transfer to camu-tity 
pensioo scheme of suns repaid or of 
actuarial E!Q.Jivalent of pensioo ri~ts 
ac(J.Ii red l..l'lder a natiooal scheme 
<bstacles to transfer to Comulity 
pensioo scheme of suns repaid or of 
actuarial E!Q.Jivalent of pension riohts 
acCJ,~ired l..l'lder a natiooal ~rhcm<: 
Interest oo Late payments 
















SECTOR LEGAL PASIS INF. f\Q JYBo13ER STATE ARR.AKlEM:NTS STAGE OF 
CHALLe¥;ED PROCEEDII\GS 
~·-~~- --~ . ........-~~M ___ ,
Eccn~ic arfJ Art. 52 EEC A 39/83 Greece Blocked accounts Reference to C of J 
(Case 194/84) 
_, __ .__,.,~~-·--
I;;ternal market Arts 5 crd ~ EEC A 152/84 France Inport of barbecue eq..~ipnent Reasmed q:,inia1 
:i~1 iroJS~t-na~ 
.~~""_, ___ ...,_ .... 
Arts 7, 52 a1CI 221 A 192/'02 Greece Mining Law Reasoned opinion 
EEC 
Arts 9 aid 12 EEC A 128/83 Greece Fines Levied oo the inport of Reasoned opinia1 
\lee. 133/41/EEC certain gocds 
IAC'C. 83/94/EEC 
An:. 30 EEC A 33'~ France Preferential treatment for certain Reasoned opinion 
e<c seq. eoq:>eratives in awarding p..bl ic 
Ccrltracts 
A 335 France Preferential treatment for pi"CXi.Jcer Reasoned opinion 
91"0.4)5 in awarding ptbl ic St.WLY 
Ccrltracts or calling for tenders 
A 88/79 Germcny Discriminatory measures in regard to Terminated 
international fairs and exhibiticrlS 
organized in Germany 
A 1"57/79 France Marks of origin a1 textile pnoducts Terminated 
A 186/79 Italy Quantitative restrictions on the Terminated 
purchase of boats in other MenDer 
States 
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SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. 00 r643ER STATE 
Internal market Art. 30 EEC A 9/aJ FrCI"'ce 
Cl1d irdJstrial et seq. 
affairs Ccootd) 
--
A 116/00 Italy 
A 19/81 France 
A 188/81 Netherlcn:ls 
A 199/81 France 
A 252/81 France 
A 253/81 Italy 
A 267/81 Lhited Kingdan 
ARRAN;EMMS 
OiALLEl\GED 
Refusal to market milk pcw:fer 
st.bstitute 
Restrictioos oo export of diesel fuel 
for road trcnsport leaving Italy 
Difficulties enca..-,tered in inporting 
!tal iCI"' pasta procLcts into FrCI"'Ce 
STAGE OF 
PROCEEDII'l;S 




Ban oo inporting seals Cl"'d seal prodJcts Reascrled opinioo 
<bl igatioo to seek awroval for SJX>rting Tenninated 
pcwjer ea1tained in a1111.11itioo for chit 
use Cl"'d cbtain Cl.lthorizatioo to inport 
such lll.llitioos 
Exclusioo fran French market of franking Reference to C of J 
machines mcn.rfactured in a10ther <Case 21/84) 
Mentler State 
Ban oo registratioo of used ruses fr"'Y ;<.o: l t<rG-nce to C of J 
than seven years old, of f ; "', ~ ,, ohgin (Case 50/83) 
Judgment 27.3.84 
Indicatioo of origin to be provided oo Reference to C of J 
retail sale of certain products (Case 2JJ7/83) 
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SECTOR LEGM.. BASIS INF. 00 reBER STATE ARRJWiEJYENTS STAGE OF 
CHALLEN;ED PROCEEDIN'3S 
--~-----·~·---- - ---------- ·-----
Internal market Art. 30 EEC A 268/81 Dermark New Order on packaging for beers and Reasoned opinion 
an:! ird.1strial et seq. soft drinks 
affafr~:s (ccrltd) __ ,_ 
A 2/82 France Order of 23.6. 78 concerning fixed Reasoned opinion 
heating installations obliging the 
marufacturer to install protective 
grilles 
A 4/82 Greece Provisions establishing that only Reference to C of J 
malt-based beers may be sold <Case 176/84) 
A 5/82 Germany Ban on the sale of beers not brewed Reference to C of J 
solely fran malted barley <Case 178/84) . 
A 27/82 Italy Ban on the inp:>rt or marufacture of Reference to C of J 
foodstuffs containing animal gelatine (Case 51/83) 
Ju:lgner)t 11.7.84. 
A 28/82 France Guaranteeing import prices against price Reference to C of J 
rises due to increase in certain costs <Case 291/83) 
between time of contract signature and 
delivery of inp:>rted prodJct 
A ?9/82 France Tax provisioos applicable to newspaper Reference to C of J 
r:xblishers <Case 18/84) 
A 30/82 Greece Marketing arrangements for cars - ban Reference to C of J 
on hi re-purchase sales of new irrported <Case 276/83) 
cars 
A 47/82 France French residence requirement in respect Terminated 
of application for type awroval of 
interference suppressors 
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SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. NO J't'BtBER STATE 
Internal market Art. 3J EEC A 51/82 GenlliJ'l}' 
and inciJstrial et seq. 
affairs Ccontd) 
A 62/82 France 
A 97/82 France 
A 98/82 Ireland 
A 2B9/82 GenlliJ'l}' 
A 316/82 Belgiun 
A 320/82 lhited Kingcbn 
A 321/82 Italy 
A 322/82 Italy 
ARIWliB"fNTS 
CHALLEN;ED 
Restrictims on irqJOrts of venrouth 
RULes req.~i ring that pressure vessels 
caning fran other ca.ntries nust cooply 
both with the req.~i rements of the 
producer state and with those Laid down 
in France 
Discrimination in the distribution of 
newspapers and periodicals 
Discrimination in the distribution of 





Reference to C of J 
cease 269/83) 
Reasoned opinion 
Provisions concerning shapes of packaging Reasc(led opinion 
for margarine 
Refusal to grant iRp>rt licences for Reasoned opinion 
codine 
Refusal to grant iRp>rt licences for Rea~-::rred opinion 
codine 
Sale of herb cigarettes Reference to C of J 
cease 244/84) 
Grants for the p.~rchase of cbnestically Reference to C of J 
procllced trans <case 103/84) 
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SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. fiK) MEM3ER STATE ARRAf\lit!-1ENTS STAGE OF 
CHALLEN:lED PROCEEDINGS 
~------·---· 
Internal market Art. :?() EEC A 333/82 France Restrictions oo the irYPJrt of used oils Reference to C of J 
-::ird -:rrdJstrial et seq. (Case 173/83) 
a-n a 7rs'--tcentC3) 
A 22/83 Italy Law oo the use of pesticides Reasoned opinion 
·"' 23/83 Belgill!l Conditions for granting premiums for Terminated 
breaking ~ inlard waterway vessels 
A 25/83 France Lo.r-interest loa1S to prarote savings in Terminated 
hydrocarOO-I and primary energy 
COOSU!lJt i 00 
A 26/?;3 France Req.Ji rements and proced..ires in regard Reference to C of J 
to type Cll+)roval of machinery <Case 188/84) 
A 27/83 Italy Restrictions on the inport of foodstuffs Reasoned opinion 
A 32/83 l.hited Kingdcrn "Buy British" carpaig, Reference to C of J 
(Case 301/84) 
A 37/83 France Difficulty of ootaining tecmical Reascned Cl)inion 
opinions fran the CSTB 
A 42/83 Italy Import of spirits and agricultural Reasoned opinion 
alcohol pro:Lced in France 
A 48/83 Greece Labelling of certain procLcts Reasoned opinion 
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SECT~ LEGAL BASIS INF. NO ftBt'BER STATE 
Intema L market Art. 3J EEC A 59/83 Greece 
ard incllstrial et seq. 
affairs (contd) 
A 67/83 France 
A 81/83 FrCI'lce 
A 84/83 Belgiun 
A 91/83 FrCI'lce 
A93/83 FrCI'lCe 
A 99/83 France 
A101/83 Belgiun 
A 103/83 Greece 
A 100/83 luxerrbourg 
A 110/83 Greece 
ARRANlEfiENTS 
CHAI.JB.IJED 
Illport of caviar st.bstitutes 
New definition of run 
''EiJy French" carpaigl 
Shapes of packaging for margarine 
Inp>rt of Lette~ighing Gild 
package-weighing machines 
Cotton yam originating in Egypt a;v-! 
in free circulation 
Shirts originating in Port~..gal 
Prices of pharmaceutical prod.Jcts 
Pharmaceutical pnoducts 
Mnlk substitutes 
GrCI'lting of loans for the p.Jrchase 







Reference to C of J 
(Case 189/83) 
Reascned q:>inion 
Reference to C of J 
('.:ase 184/84) 









SECTOR LEG.&L BASIS INF. t-.K> ft'Bt13ER STATE 
Internal market Art. 3J EEC A 135/83 France 
a1d ird.Jstria[ et seq. 
affairs Ccontd) 
A 172/83 Italy 
A 174/83 Italy 
A 182/83 Belgiun 
A 183/83 Germany 
A 224/83 France 
A 2/84 Italy 
A 107/84 France 
A 112/84 Netherla"lds 
A 115/84 Italy 




Grants for the p.Jrchase of ruses 
crd trans 
Grants for the p.Jrchase of c:bnestically 
proci.K:ed ruses in Calabria 
Medical analyses - obstacles to freecbn 
to provide services crd secondary 
establ i shrnent 
Packaging of sparkling grape juice 
Health crd safety rules for the ii!JX)rt 
of certain eq..~ipnent and machinery 
Public supply contracts 
Inspection measures for disposable 
syringes 
Sale of ready-mixed concrete 
Grants for the p.Jrchase of c:bnestically 
produced vehicles in Sicily 
















SECT~ LEGN- BASIS INF. I'() ret3ER STATE 
Internal market Art. 3J EEC A 2M/PA Dennark 
cn:l inc:llstria[ et seq. 
affairs (cmtd) 
+ Arts 52 cn:l 59 EEC A 71/78 Frcnce 
A 22/79 Germany 
+Art. 67 EEC A 120/tll Italy 
+ Arts 85, 86 cn:l A 16/83 Irelcn:l 
90 EEC 
A 20/83 FrCilCe 
A 21/83 Italy 
+ Art. 171 EEC A 4/83 Italy 
ARRAN;EfiENTS 
CHAL.l..EKiED 
Packaging of beer cn:l non-alcoholic 
beverages 
Provisia-.s of Decrees of 25.4. 75 
laying d::vl ccntract specificatia-.s 
for the natiCI'lal televisia-. cn:l radio 
broadcasting orgcnizatia-.s 
Re<J.!i rement that persa~ respa-.sible for 
marketing of medicinal pr-qJiirations 





Reference to C of J 
<r.ase 247/81) 
Judgllent 28.2.PA 
Scl"\k 9-JarCiltee for inpJrt of goods worth Terminated 
rore thCil UT 10 mill ia-. 
RestrictialS a. the inpJrt of Reference to C of J 
petroleun prod.Jcts <Case 126/PA) 
Preferential rates for ii'TIIestment Reference to C of J 
in clanestically prod.Jced eq..~ipnent <Case W/PJ+) 
Ban a1 sales of bottled beer fitted with Reascned q>inim 
swing stq>pers 
~les m the prcx:llctia-. cn:l Reference to C of J 
marketing of vinegar (Case 281/83) 
SECT~ LEGAL BASIS INF. ~ 
Internal market Art. 3J EEC A 257/84 
en::! inciJstrial + Regulation (EEC) 
affairs (contd) l't> 222/77 
+ Regulation (EEC) A ?IJ?/84 
l't> EJ12/ 68 
+ Art. 38 A 31/82 
Act of Accession 
A 32/Fil. 
A 33/Fil. 
















Excessive customs formalities 
Import ban on motorcycles 
Progressive redJction of deposits en::! 
cash payments for inp:>rts fran other 
MenDer States 
Guaranteeing inp:>rt prices against 
price rises d.Je to increase in certain 
costs between time of ccrttract 
si!J)ature en::! delivery of inp:>rted 
prociJct 
<l:Jstacles to the inp:>rt of Belgian 
speculoos 
Slbsidies on services in film ird.Jstry 
Slbsidies crt services in film ird.Jstry 











SECT~ LEGAL BASIS 
Intemal market Arts ~, 52 cn:l 
cn:l irdJstrial 59 EEC 
affairs <cootd) 































Sl.bsidies oo services in film irrl.Jstry 
Discriminatory provisia'IS in the 
laJS relating to several ocCl,patia'IS 
Recovery of "KlCickner" fine - failure 
to affix an exeqmtur 
Inspectia'IS carried cut oo steel i~rts 
Failure to awly Recalmerdatioo 
Fai lure to awly Recannendatioo 
Fai lure to awly Recannerdatioo 
Fee payable for use of special stores 
in p..bl i c warehouses 
Fee payable for use of special stores 
in p..bl ic warehouses 













SEC TOO LEGPJ... BASIS INF. ~ 
Custans ll'lial Arts 9 and A 18/&l 
(caltd) 13 EEC 
Art. 13 EEC A 28/81 
Art. 223(2) EEC A46/&l 
RE!!JJlatial (EEC) A 104/82 
~ &12/68 
RE!!JJlatia~ (EEC) A 79/84 
~ 1266/83 
RE!!JJlatia~ (EEC) A 40/82 
~ 1544/69 
Secood paragr(IJ:il of A 318/82 
Art. 86 ECSC 
Art. 28 A 154/84 













Health inspectia~ charge in respect 
of gro..nc:h..rts irrported fran Germany 
Health inspectia~ charge in respect 
of prultrymeat 
Flat-rate d.rty a~ eq..Jipnent irrported 
fran third oo.ntries and intended for 
armed forces 
Joint fishing in the Baltic Sea - rules 
of origin 
Irrport of new JX)tatoes originating 
in Cyprus 
''a.rtter ships" - sale of pnxi.Jcts 
from third countries free of customs 
duties and/or levies 
Withdrawal of sinpl ified customs 
clearance proced.Jres for steel pnxi.Jcts 
















SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. t«> PUeER STATE 
ColpetitiCI'l Art. "Sf EEC A 114/84 Frcnce 
A ~/78 France 
Art. 93(3) EEC A 78/83 France 
Fi~W~Cial Art. 52 EEC A 2$/81 France 
1nst1tut1ons 
iii taxatioo 
Art. 95 EEC A "Sf/76 Italy 
A 1&l/83 Italy 
A 83/81 Fra1ee 
A 1&l/81 France 
A 276/82. Lhited King:bn 
A 277/82. Ireland 
ARRAN; BENTS 
CHALLENiED 
ll'alopoly for synthetic a1d agricultural 
alcohol 
Man..rfactured tobacco IID'lOPOlY 
Partial relief fran enployers' social 
security CCI'ltributions in the textile 
a1d clothirg ind.Jstry 
Refusal to grant to the French branches 
of foreign carpanies the benefit of 
tax credits Cl'l the sane tenns as those 
enjoyed by Frercll carpanies 
System of excise d..rt:ies Cl'l alcohol 
Taxatioo of spirits 
Parafiscal charge in horticulture 
Health protectioo charges for oysters, 
mussels and shellfish 
Differential taxatioo in respect of 
excise d..rt:ies Cl'l wines 
Differential taxatioo in respect of 
















SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. t() MEM3ER STATE 




A 279/82 Italy 
A 28J/82 Dennark 
A 287/82 lhited King:bn 
A 330/82 Italy 
A 331/82 France 
A 38/83 Irelarn 
A 66/83 France 
A 136/83 Italy 




Differential taxation in respect of 
excise cirt:ies on l iq.JeUr wines 
Differential taxation in respect of 
excise cirt:ies on sparkling wines 
Differential taxation in respect of 
excise duties on fruit wines 
Importation of perfumes arn other 
cosmetic products containing alcohol 
Taxation of vehicles with an engine 
capacity greater than 2 SOD cc 
Special tax on rootor vehicles 
Import of tyres 
Differential taxation of liqueur wines 
and naturally sweet wines 
Consurption tax on bananas 
Nationality requirements for doctors 




Reference to C of J 
(Case 277/83) 
Reference to C of J 
<Case 278/83) 
Reference to C of J 
(Case 106/84) 









SECTOR LEGPL BASIS INF. Ill) I'913ER STATE 
e.pLoyment em Art. 48 EEC A 311/82 Belgiun 
social affairs + ~latim (EEC) 
(cmtd) tb 1612/68 
<Arts 7 em 12> 
Art. 48 EEC A72/78 Belgiun 
+ ~latim (EEC) 
• ._ .. .L4...,1.LO 
nu IUIUUO 
Art. 51 EEC A 131/79 France 
+ ~latim (EEC) 
tb14C&'71 
CArt. 10> 
A 15/83 Belgiun 
Agriculture Secald paragraph A 284/82 France 
of Art. 5 EEC 
Art. :D EEC A 6/78 France 
et seq. 
A 75/78 Germany 
A 8/81 Italy 
ARRMGEft'ENTS 
OWJ...Et-.GED 
l'bl-exenptim fran payment of the 
~lementary enrolment fee in Belgian 
ed.lcatimal establ istlnents for natimals 
of another Menber State worldllJ in 
Belgiun 
Calcept of enployment in !Xbl ic 
administration, em freedom of 
ii'Mta•~e~ .t foi WOikers 
~lementary alla,ance fran the 
fmds natimal de sol idarite - refusal 










Ded.lctim fran pensims of a cmtrib.rtim Reference to C of J 
to sickness-insurance scheme <case 275/83) 
Aid to the poorest farmers Reference to C of J 
(aTUal agricultural cmference) <case 290/83) 
Fonnal ities m the iRJX)rtatim of horses Reasoned opinim 
Ban m ilqX)rtillJ refined animal fats Terminated 
llq)Orts of live animals transported Reference to C of J 
by lorry cease 121/84) 
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SECTOR LEGPL BASIS INF. t..o r-913ER STATE 
Agriculture Art. lJ EEC A 20/81 Italy 
(contd) et seq. 
A 189/81 Germany 
A 201/81 l.Xlited Kingbn 
A 200/81 Ireland 
A 109/82 Germany 
A 291/82 Ireland 
A 85/83 Greece 
A 155/83 l.Xlited Kingbn 





Restrictions on the transport of milk by Terminated 
road 
Difference of treatment between German Terminated 
game ard game inp::lrted fran other 
Community countries 
Newcastle disease - animal health Reference to C of J 
measures relating to the protection <case 40/82) 
of pct~ltry Juc:lgnent 31.1.84 
Newcastle disease - animal health Reference to C of J 
measures relating to the protection <case 74/82) 
of pct~ltry Juc:lgnent 31.1.84 
Cl>stacles to the inp::lrt of French Terminated 
Clj.:l)les 
Requirement of licences in respect of Reference to C of J 
the inp::lrt of potatoes and refusal to <case 288/83) 
grant a licence for the inp::lrt of 
potatoes in free circulation in the 
Community 
Inp::lrt ban on bananas Reasoned opinion 
Milk proci.Jcts Reasoned opinion 
Restrictions on intra-Community trade Reasoned opinion 
in meat 
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SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. 00 IIeBER STATE 
Agriculture Art. 30 EEC A 1/84 Belgiun 
<contd) et seq. 
A 105/84 Lhited Kirgcbn 
A 180/84 Lhited Kirgcbn 
+ tama'l A 41/83 Greece 
org<r~ization 
of market 
A 58/83 Irelem 
+ Reg.!latioo A 212 Gei"'IB'l)' 
(EEC) I'«> W/79 
+ Regulatioo A 35/83 Italy 
(EEC) I'«> 804/68 
A 100/83 Italy 
+ Regulatioos A 85/84 Italy 




Measures in respect of the distrit:x.rt:ive 
trades cnj of fruit cnj vegetables 
Pasteurized milk 
Restrictions on meat inports 
Jlqe of t:x.rt:ter 
LHT milk em cream 
Wine Law 1971 
"Cagliata" cheeses- systematic checks 
oo inports 
Passo de Resia - refusal to allo.~ 
several varieties of t:x.rt:ter em cheese 
to be inported via this frootier post 









Reference to C of J 
<Case 116/82) 




SECT(J{ LEGAL BASIS INF. NO 
Agriculture Art. ?{) EEC A 284/84 
(contd) et seq. 
+ Reg.~lation (EEC) 
l'b f!f15/68 
+ Regulations (EEC) A 14/81 
Nos 2617/71 and 
1153/75 
+ Regulation (EEC) A 86/83 
l'b 2759/75 
Art. 92 EEC A 82/83 
et seq. 
Art. 92 EEC A 186/83 




Regulation (EEC) A 59/77 
l'b &14/68 
Regulations (EEC) A 78/82 
Nos &14/68 and 
1422/78 
Regulations (EEC) A 61/83 










l.ili ted Ki ngdan 
lili ted K ingdan 
ARR.AU;EMENTS 
CHALLEJ\GED 
Ban oo irrporting beef other thcrl as 
carcases or half-carcases 
Certificate of origin for champagne 
wines 
Import Licence for pigmeat 
Marketing aids for new prt:atoes 
Export prices of pasta products 
Pnoducer price of milk 
Milk Marketing Boards 









Reference to C of J 
(Case 23/84) 
Reasoned opinion 
SECTC~ LEGAL BASIS 
Agriculture Regulation (EEC) 






tt>s 794/76 ard 
1163/76 
Regulations (EEC) 




































Delays in inplementing Regulations in 
the fruit ard vegetable sector 
Water cootent of frozen prultry 
Water content of frozen prultry 
Sugar market 
Scheme to encrurage the formatioo 
of prod.Jcer gra..ps 
Grape nust 









Reference to C of J 
(Case 254/83) 
Judgment 3.10.84 
Reference to C of J 
(Case D3/84) 
Reference to C of J 
(Case 272/83) 
Reasoned opinion 
SECTOR LEGAL BASIS INF. 1\0 
Agriculture Regulations (EEC) A Sll/81 
(cattd) Nos '551179, 516/71 
and 1035/72 
Regulation (EEC) A 79/8;3 
l'b 456/80 
Regulations (EEC) A 125/8;3 
Nos '2942/80 and 
3139/81 
Regulation (EEC) A 171/8;3 
l'b 31 8;3/80 
camoo organization A 7/82 
of market 
T rCI')S!:X)rt Art. 92 EEC A 205/81 
et seq. 
Regulatia-t (EEC) A 145/80 
!'() 543/69 













Regional aids to the wine and fruit 
and vegetctlle sectors in Sicily 
Delays in the granting of abcrdorrnent 
premilJIIS in respect of areas l.l'lder 
vines 
Olive oil- price guarantee 
Export certificates for 0011101 
wheat flour 
Regional aids in Sicily for the 
marketing of wine 
Road transrx>rt - faiLure to inplement 
certain social Legislation 
Road transrx>rt - failure to inplement 
certain social Legislation 
Carriage of goods by rail and road -




Reference to C of J 
(Case 169/82) 
Judgment 27.3.84 










SEC TOO LEGAL BASIS INF. NJ ffitt3ER STATE 
Energy Art. (:A Euratan A 2/75 France 
Coornercial !:X)l icy_ Decision 74/393/EEC A 181/81 France 
A 182/81 France 
A 183/81 France 
A 127/84 France 
A 162/84 Greece 
A 164/84 Greece 
A 165/84 Greece 
ARRANGEJVfNTS 
CHALLEf'.XlED 
Toll enrichment <uraniun) 
Failure to notify a cooperation 
agreement (Mexico) 
Failure to notify a cooperation 
agreement <Poland> 
Failure to notify a cooperation 
agreement (South Korea) 
Disregard of Community powers 
in the field of commercial policy 
(USSR) 
Failure to notify a cooperation 
agreement <Algeria) 
Failure to notify a cooperation 
agreement (USSR) 





Reference to C of J 
<case W/84) 
Reference to C of J 
<case W/84) 









Internal market and industrial affairs 
Customs union 
Financial institutions and taxation 
Employment, social affairs and education 





















DIRECTIVE SLBJECT 8 D OK F GB GR I IRL L N.. 
STATISTICAL QUESTIONS 
78/Slt6 Statistical yes yes yes yes yes A.74/82 yes yes yes 
(31.12.80) returns - carriage n.p.i. 
of gcxxis by road reference 
case 101/84 
• ~ .'l< ... 
'7 ( ~~ 
-----· -------· ---
INTERNAL MI\RKET AND INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS 
65/65 Proprietary yes yes yes yes yes A.29/f!IJ yes yes yes 
(4.8.66) medicinal prod.lcts n.m.n. 
jdg.15.3.83 
case 145/82 
71/!DS Plbl ic works yes yes yes yes yes A.E2/82 yes yes yes 











73/148 ftbvement end residence yes yes yes yes yes A.2«J/84 yes A.7/f!IJ yes yes 
(23.11. 73) n.m.n. n.p.i. 
169 letter reasoned 
opin 
1:;', • -· -- •'/l.ol ·~·· ,_, :· ,, ' ,, ' , •• ,,. t -.. ~- ·"'' ' .. , .. ..,,4 ..... ,, 
''"*'"''"''''"iJ«1<•!<it•"'"'""'"-""'""'' I -\1·'·, ~.t'LI,,Jij\ 
;yqF-:TIVE SlBJECT 8 D DK 
- 56 -
F GB GR I IRL L t-1.. 
···-·~--····-··----------·----· -------------------------------------------------·--
751::-4 Right to remain yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
('(8.12. ?5) 
·-·--~--· -----,~---~-----~-----·--·~~ ---~~·-
75/35 ~:vement crd residence yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(~.~ 12. 75) 
~------·~"~ -~--- --·~-·-·-~~---
-----
~ t?:ls Ptq:wietary yes yes yes yes yes A.?9/00 yes yes yes 
C~?. 1 'i • 76) medic-inal prodJcts n.m.n. 
jdg. 15.3.83 
case 145/82 
'"-- '"~ ~-- --- ..... -·--·-"''" ----------~~-~--------------- ~· 
"?51319 Proprietary ye:E: yes yes yes yes A.?9/00 yes yes yes 
(22,. 11.?6) 1red"idnal prod.Jcts n.m.n. 
jdg. 15.3.83 
case 145/82 
-·- ""--~-~-- ~---------- ··-·-- ~------~· 
7:: 13;;)(.: !>J.::WJ'S A .• 228/80 yes yes A.267/83 yes yes yes yes yes A.2?9/00 
i2.?: .• n.p.i. n.p.a. n.p.i. 
reference reasooed reference 
Case 3CkS/84 q:>inioo case 232/83 
- -----·- ~--··----~ ---~---- --~---
/'_)/.~;(0 f<xtr,rs A.85/82 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
f20~1Z,~S) n.p. ·i. 
re1<erence 
case 3()6/84 
-- .. ·~-----.,- ~----· .. ---~--------~-~,.-. 
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76/116 Fertilizers yes yes yes yes yes A.51/78 yes yes yes 
(19.12. 77) n.m.n. 
jdg. 4.2.81 
Case 44/00 
77/62 Plblic A.47/83 yes yes yes yes A.45/83 yes yes yes 
(22.6.78) supply contracts n.p.a. n.p.a. 
reasooed reasooed 
opinioo opinioo 
77/91 ~law A.t!UJ/79 yes yes yes yes A.1W/79 yes yes yes 
(16.12.78) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
jdg. jdg. 
12.10.82 12.10.82 
Case 148/81 Case 136/81 
77/452 ~rses A.241/81 A.105/00 yes A.324/82 yes yes yes yes A.BS/8'1 yes 
(29.6.79) n.p.i. n.p.i. n.p.a. n.p. i. 
reasooed reference reference reference 
opinioo case 29/84 Case ?IJ7 /84 Case 198/84 
---~--"~.-
77/453 rtJrses A.241/81 A.105/00 yes A.324/82 yes yes yes yes yes 
(29.6.79) n.p. i. n.p. i. n.p.a. 
reasooed reference reference 
opinioo Case 29/84 case E/84 
77/535 Fertilizers yes yes yes yes yes yes A.51/78 yes yes yes 




:'ffltCTIVE SLBJECT 8 D DK F tB GR I IRL L t-L 
' --"·-·~- ... ~ ---~-~---
78/f:i:JJ Arn.Jal accCU'Its of carpanies yes A.?iJ4/82 yes yes yes A.?li>/82 A.?IJ?/82 yes yes 
(31.1.82) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
reasooed reasoned reasooed 
opinion opinion opinion 
-----
?8/686 Dentists A.222/00 A.232/80 yes A.267/83 yes yes yes yes A.247/81 
(28.1.80) n.p.i. n.p. i. n.p.a. n.p.i. 
reasooed reference reasooed reference 
opinion Case 223/83 opinion Case 219/83 
-------·---------
/8/687 Dentists A.223/00 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes A.247/81 
\ ~)8.1.8(!:' n.p.;. n.p.i. 
reasoned reference 
opinion Case 219/83 
--0~--- -~--· 
?8t855 Mer-gers yes yes yes 
Ci2.10.En) 
•--- . .--.a---~"•' --•,•-
i1V10?6 Veterinary surgeons yes yes yes yes yes A.259/81 yes yes yes 




-~~---··-·--'- .. -~- --·------
"18/1027' Veterinary surgeons yes yes yes yes yes A.259/81 yes yes yes 





DIRECTIVE SLBJECT 8 D OK F GB GR I IRL L N.. 
?0/138 Fertilizers yes yes yes yes yes yes A.138/79 yes yes yes 
(1.4. 79) (analysis) n.m.n. 
reasooed 
opinioo 
79/622 Tractors yes yes yes A.68/ff3 yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(27. i2.&J) n.p.a. 
reference 
case 140/84 
79/694 Tractors yes yes yes yes yes yes A.205/ff3 yes yes yes 
<26.1.84) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
lll/154 Mic:Wives yes yes yes A.41/84 yes A.43/84 yes A.44/R4 yes 
(23.1.ff3) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 169 Letter 
lll/155 Mic:Wives yes yes yes A.46/84 yes A.48/84 yes A.4984 yes 
(23. 1.ff3) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 160 tetter 
_, 
~·----
80/232 Prepackaged yes yes yes A.199/ff3 yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(15.1.82) prodJcts n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
80/720 Tractors yes yes yes yes yes yes A.20S/ff3 yes yes yes 
(27.12.81) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
!)lRECTIVE SLBJECT B D 
t>!/Jlm Natural mineral waters A.274/83 yes 
Cl7. 7.32) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
-~---------------
80!781 Dangero..~s preparatioos 
(1n1 •. %) 
---~-~-- --~ ~~-----~·-
00/876 Straight fertilizers yes 
(16.1.82) 
. -~-~-~-· ·---












80/.i )73 MiCM·ives yes A.51/84 
<i?3, 1 "8..~) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
~- ~ -·--·~ ~--.. -·~~---~-·~v-·~-·-· .. --•c 
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yes yes yes yes 
yes 
yes yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes yes 




































DIRECTIVE SlBJECT 8 D ll( F Q3 GR I Ill.. L N... 
- -----
81/"3.34 l'tbtor vehicles yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes A.2Z2./83 
c: .1.82) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
81/432 Vinyl chloride yes yes yes yes yes yes A.282/83 yes A.283/83 yes 
<1.10.82) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 Letter 
'(;1/487 Fruit juice yes yes yes A.196/84 yes yes yes A.197/84 A.198/84 A.199/84 
(1.7 .83/ n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
1.7.84) 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 
--
81/712 Ad:!itives in foodstuffs yes yes yes A.Z70/83 yes yes yes YE'S yes 
(20.2.83) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
81/851 Veterinary medicinal yes yes yes yes yes A.i94/8A 
(9.10.83) prod.lcts n.m.n. 
1~P L ·_;;t.,· 
81/852 Veterinary medicinal A.'293/84 yes yes yes yes A.t!95/84 
(9.10.83) prod.lcts n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
81/916 Paints, varnishes, inks A.408/84 A.410/84 yes A.412/84 A.418/84 yes yes A.414/84 A.416/84 
(i .7 .83) ard achesives n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 






Acqui red rights 
Doctors 
------ ·-·---------
8?l?Jr2 9iodegradnbility of 
;j.,'l0.83) surfa::tants 
-· _,........,, ....... .,_..,~_,.~--~'-"'-""""'-~~~,----..-.---~""""··· 
~/243 Biodegradat.~ t 'it:f of 
(8.10.83) surf acttrtts 
__ , ____ ,.,.....,_,~ --·-·-= -~-~--· 
ff2/47D .. ~c':r\rice-s incidental to 
(~:. 1.84) t r&~scort 
·~~ --..-.. -~~.~»~W~T'<' ~---,---·---,,.-~ ... ~-~,_ 
e:zi 'i73 ::.0 l VEcltS 
(•' .. 1.134 i 
·~ --~--.--~~-"~ ... .-...- . .,. 
'1r')j4[§t Hai rlressers 
;;•:~. L84) 
-· , ..... ~.~ ... --~~-----.,...-_..--
e~~i 4SYI Rc.x:i~o mterference 
( .12.83, 
~.12.8tt) 
B D !)( 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
A."'574/PA yes yes 
n.m.n. 
169 letter 




yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
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yes yes yes yes yes yes 
A.S/PA yes yes yes yes yes 
n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
A.576/PA yes A."578/PA yes A.3&l/PA yes 
n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 letter 169 Letter 
A.ID/PA yes A.579/PA yes A.381/PA yes 
n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 169 Letter 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
A.2Z3/'Bit A.245/'Bit yes yes A.237/'Bit A.24D/84 
n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 



















Radio interference from 
Luminaires with starters 
Enulsifiers 













D a< F G3 
yes yes A.224/84 A.246/84 
n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
yes yes 
yes yes yes yes 




yes A.?:Ht/84 A.?:CS/84 
n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
yes yes yes 
GR I IRL L 1\1.. 
yes yes A.238/84 A/241/84 
n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 letter 
yes 




yes yes y~s yes 
yes 
yes A.?:C6/84 A.368/84 A.?:C9/e4 
n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 169 lette1 
-
yes yes yes 
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52/Cl53 Tractors A.213/84 yes yes A.22.5/84 yes A.Z53/84 yes yes yes 
(3J.9.83) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 
83/190 Tractors A.214/84 yes yes A.22.6/84 yes A.Z34/84 yes yes yes 
(3J.9.83/ n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
1.10.83/ 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 
1.10.84) 
83/?f:A Dcrgerrus Slbstances and yes yes 
(19.11.84) preparatims 
83/265 Paints, varnishes and A.4fE/84 A.411/84 yes A.413/84 A.419/84 yes yes A.415/84 A.417/84 
(19.5.84) a:flesives n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 189 letter 189 letter 189 letter 169 letter 
83/276 F'otor vehicles A.215/84 yes yes A.W/84 A.247/84 yes yes A.229/84 yes yes 
<1.10.83) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
189 letter 189 letter 169 letter 169 letter 
83/351 F'otor vehicles A.216/84 yes yes A.22B/84 A.248/84 yes A.23J/84 A.239/84 A.244/84 
(3).11.83) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
189 letter 189 letter 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 189 letter 
83/463 Labelling of foodstuffs yes yes 
<1. 7 .84) 
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83/575 Measuring instrunents 
(31.12.84) 
84/8 L i9'1ting en:! yes yes yes 
r1 1n w., 





84/372 Sol.rd level of yes yes 
(1.10.84) notor vehicles 
84/458 Preservatives 
(19.9.84) 
84/:KP Arrual acCOlllts 
(4.12.84) expressed in ECU 
CUST<Mi l.J'JIOO 
B111Tl Proced.lres for the yes yes yes yes yes A.168/83 yes yes yes 




DIRECTIVE SlBJECT 8 D ~ F (i3 GR I IRL L M.. 
fQ/347 Proced.Jres for the yes yes yes yes yes A.162/83 yes yes yes 
(1.1.83) export of goods n.m.n. ;169 Letter 
-
83/231 ward processirg yes yes yes yes yes yes A.155/84 yes yes 
(1.6.83) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
83/371 Release for free yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(1.1.84) circulatia~ 
84/318 ward processirg yes yes yes yes 
C30.9.84) 
84/442 I.-ward processirg yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(1.10.84) 
84/444 ward processirg yes yes yes 
(1.10.84) 
FINANCIAL INSTilUTI<J.IS AND TAXATICN 
69/169 Tax-free yes A.40/f52. yes ' yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(1.1. 70) allo..rances in n.p.a. l r 
internatia~al travel reference 







DIRECTIVE SL6JECT B D DK F GB GR I IRL L N... 
72/464 Taxes oo man.rfactured A.179/84 yes yes A.Pil/79 yes A.58/77 yes yes yes 
(1.7.73) tobacco n.p.a. n.p.a. n.m.n. 
reasooed jdg. 21.6.8'3 jdg. 7.12.82 









73/Z39 Taking LP of bJsiness yes yes yes A.68/76 yes yes yes yes A.3m 





771"!138 Sixth VAT Directive A.17/81 A.103/82 -- A.88/83 A.102/82 <1.8.86) A.3/81 A.178/81 A.4/81 
(1.1.78) n.p.a. n.p.a. n.p.a. n.p.a. n.p.a. n.p.a. 
jdg. reference reasoned n.p.a. reference reasa'leCI reference 
10.4.84 case 107/84 q:>inion reasoned case 17/84 cpinioo case 
case A.29/8'3 A.89/83 q:>inion A.202/81 16/84 
324/82 n.p.a. n.p.a. n.p.a. A.153/8'3 
reasooed reasoned reaSa'led n.p.a. 






DIRECTIVE Sl.EJECT B D OK F (i! GR I IRL L ~ 
77/?W r-trt:ua l assistance yes A.269/84 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(1.1. 79) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
771700 Taking LP of rusiness A.39/f!JJ yes yes yes yes A.41/00 yes yes yes 
(15.12.79) of credit institutions n.m.n. n.m.n. 
jdg. jdg. 
1.3.83 1.3.83 
case 301/81 case 
300/81 
77/tDS Taxes cr1 man..lfactured yes yes yes A.88/83 yes A.SB/77 yes yes yes 














78/473 Conm.ni ty co-insurance A.126/83 A.57/82 A.265/81 yes A.127/83 
(2.12. 79) n.p. i. n.p. i. n.p.i. n.p. i. 
reference reference reference reference 
case 205/84 case 252/83 Case 220/83 case 
206/84 
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7912h7 Taking 1.4J of b.Jsiness of yes yes yes yes yes A.31/84 yes yes A."53/81t 
(15.9.~) life assurCI'lCe n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 lett 
79/32 Taxes en 118'1J'factured yes yes yes yes yes A.191/81 yes yes yes 
(1.1.~) tobacco n.m.n. 
jdg. 
5.6.84 
,. ___ ~,..., 
\.else a:A.Jt o.:> 
79/279 Admissicn to official A.9/84 A.12/84 yes yes yes A.16/84 A.22/84 A.'ZS/84 A."lB/84 yes 
(:!1.6.83) listing n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter reascned 169 letter 
~inicn 
79/1070 Mual assistance - direct yes A.270/84 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes (1.1.81) taxaticn n.m.n. 
169 letter 




tll/390 Listing particulars A.10/84 A.13/84 yes yes yes A.17/84 A.23/84 A.26/84 A.29/84 yes (:!1.6.83) for admissicn to official n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
listing 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter reascned 169 letter 
~inicn 
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821121 RegJlar informatioo to be A.11/84 A.14/84 yes A.15/84 yes A.18/84 A.24/84 A.27/84 A.?JJ/84 yes 
(?JJ.6.83) p.bl i shed by coopc11i es n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter reasooed 169 letter 169 letter reasooed 169 letter 
opinioo opinioo 
82/877 Taxes on manufactured 
(31.12.83) tcbacco 
83/2 Tax-free allcwances in yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(1.1.83) international travel 
831181 Intx>rtation of goods A.42fJ/84 yes yes yes A.424/84 yes A.422/84 A.423/84 yes yes 
{1.7.84) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 169 letter 169 letter 
83/183 Permanent illfX)rtS yes yes yes yes yes A.421/84 yes yes yes 
(1.1.84) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
OO...OvreJT, SOCIPJ.. AFFAIRS AND EDUCATI~ 
68/3tfJ l'tbvement em residence yes yes yes yes yes yes A.7/f!IJ yes yes 




75/117 EqJal pay yes yes A.28/79 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 





DIRECTIVE Sl8JECT B D IlK F GB GR I IRL. L Ill.. 
75/129 Collectiw recin::lancies A.100/81 yes yes yes yes yes A.45/78 yes yes yes 
<19.2.77) n.p.i. n.m.n. 
refere!"!"..e jdg. 
case 8.6.82 






76/"2!Jl E<J,Jal treatment for men yes A.3/82 yes yes A.131/&l yes A.33/83 A.75/83 A.34/82 
(12.8.78) Cl'ld wanen n.p.i. n.p.i. n.p.i. n.p.i. n.p.i. 
reference jdg. reascred reasmed reasmed 







77/187 Transfers of b.Jsinesses A.23/82 yes yes yes yes A.24/82 yes yes yes 




78/610 Health protection - yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(5.1.8)) vinyl chloride 1101a11er 
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&>/836 Health protection - A.2ill/elt yes A.i!fYt/eA A.t!fJS/eA A.i!fb/elt A.i!!J7/elt A.ZOO/elt A.?m/elt yes 
(3.12.82) ionizing radiation (Euratan) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 




&>11107 Protection of workers - yes yes 
(4.12.83/ chemical, physical crd 
4.12.e/+) biological agents 
82/1~ Electrical equipment for use 
(18.8.83) in mines susceptible to 
fi~ 
EMIIR<HENT, COOSt.JtER PROTECT!~ NfJ NJCLEAR SAFETY 
71/307 Textile nanes yes yes yes yes yes A.48/83 yes yes yes yes 
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75/439 Disposal of waste oil A.98/79 yes yes yes yes A.427/84 yes yes yes yes 
(18.6. 77) n.m.n. n.m.n. 







75/440 Quality of surface water A.106/78 yes yes yes yes A.431/84 yes yes yes yes 
(19.6.77) n.m.n. n.m.n. 






75/442 Waste A.102/78 yes yes yes yes A.428/84 yes yes yes yes 
(18.7.77) n.m.n. n.m.n. 







75/716 Sulphur cootent of certain yes yes yes yes yes A.432/84 yes yes yes yes (26.8.76) l iQJid fuels n.m.n. 
169 letter 
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76/160 Quality of bathing water yes yes yes yes yes A.4?£J/'BA yes yes yes yes 
(10.12. 77) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
76/403 Disposal of PCBs and PCTs A.94/79 yes yes yes yes A.429/'BA yes yes yes yes 













78/176 Waste from the titanilJII A.135/79 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 







DIRECTIVE SlBJECT 8 
78/3.l9 Toxic crd da1gercus waste A.169/83 
(22.3 .. 8)) n.p.i. 
reasoned 
opinion 
78/659 Quality of fresh waters yes 
(a:Jo?o8{)) 
79/i') Analysis of textile fibres yes 
CZ1.6.79) 





79/41» Conservatioo of wi Ld bi rds yes 
(6.1+,,81) 
~~'" . 
79/~('/1 Indicatioo of prices yes 
(20_ : .• 81) 










































(iJ GR I IRL L N.. 




yes A.4"53/?lt yes yes yes yes 
n.m.n. 
169 letter 
yes yes yes yes yes 
yes yes yes yes 
A.122/84 A.Z14/?lt A.124/?lt A.123/84 A.146/83 A.125/?lt 
n.p. i. n.m.n. n.p.i. n.p.i. n.m.n. n.p.i. 
reasaled reasaled reasoned reascr.ed reasoned reasooed 
q:~inioo q:~inion opinioo opinioo q:~inioo opinioo 
yes A.426/84 yes yes yes yes 
n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
A.289/83 Yes A.290/83 A.291/83 Yes Yes 
n.p.i. n.p.i. n.p. i. 
reasooed reasoned reasoned 
q:~inion opinioo q:~inion 
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79/Ph9 Analysis of surface water A.(:i)IP:2. yes yes yes yes A.434/84 yes yes yes yes 
(11.10.81) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
reasoned 169 letter 
opinion 
791'123 Quality of shellfish waters yes yes yes yes yes A.435/84 yes yes yes yes 
(5.11.81) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
a:l/51 Aircraft roise yes yes yes yes yes A.436/84 yes yes yes yes 
(21.6.8)) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 





a:l/778 Quality of water for yes A.174/84 yes yes yes A.149/83 yes A.292/83 A.150/8" 
(17.7.82) 1-uncJ'l coosurpt i en n.m.n. n.m.n. n.p.i. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 letter reasoned 169 Let 
opinicn 
a:l/779 Air q..~ality yes yes yes yes yes yes A.151/83 yes A.152/8 
(18. 7 .82) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Let 
a:l/1335 Cosmetics yes yes yes yes yes A.133/83 A.145/83 yes yes yes (31.12.82) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 Letter 
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811'157 DCI'lgerOJS St.bstances yes A.130/84 yes A.132/84 yes A.133/84 A.134/84 yes A.135/84 A.136/84 
<1. 7 .83) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter reasmed reasmed 169 Letter 169 Lett"'r 169 letter 
opinion opinion 
82/147 Cosmetics yes yes yes yes yes A.134/83 A.140/83 yes yes yes 
(31.12.82) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
reascned 169 letter 
opinion 
82/176 Mercury discharges yes yes yes yes 
(25.3.84) 
82/2"52. Da1gero.IS St.bstances yes A.137/84 yes A.139/84 yes A.140/84 A.141/84 yes A.142/84 A.143/84 
<1.7.83) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter reascnecl reascnecl 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 
opinion opinion 
82/368 Cosmetics A.YB/84 yes yes A.394/84 yes yes yes 
(31.12.83) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
82/434 Analysis of cosmetic A.395/84 yes yes A.396/84 yes yes yes yes 
(31.12.83) prcdJcts n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 




DIRECTIVE SLBJECT B D ll( F G3 GR I IRL L N... 
82/883 Waste from the 
(9m 12.84) titaniun dioxide irrl.Jstry 
82/884 Limit value for 
(9.12.84) lead in the air 
83/129 Baby seals yes yes yes yes yes yes A.147/84 yes yes yes 
(1.10.83/ n.m.n. 




83/2(\S Noise emissions A.3f!d/84 yes yes yes yes yes yes 



























































































I~ L rt.. 




yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
yes yes yes 
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77/W Health yes yes yes yes yes yes A.315/~ A.314/84 yes yes 
(1.7.79/ reQ.Ji rensrts for n.m.n. n.m.n. 
15.2.00/ neat prodxts 169 Letter 169 Letter 
31.12.00) 
77/101 Strai~t yes yes yes A.SB/84 yes yes A.241/Pi3 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) feedingstuffs n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
79/1fE Brucellosis yes yes yes yes yes yes A.316/84 yes yes yes 
(1.4.79) n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
79/"512 Strai~t yes yes yes A.61/84 yes yes A.242/Pi3 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) feedingstuffs n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
79/ID Coopard yes yes yes A.«J/84 yes yes A.244/Pi3 yes yes yes 
<1.1.81) feedingstuffs n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 
79/797 Strai~t yes yes yes A.62/84 yes yes A.245/Pi3 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) feedingstuffs n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 Letter 
00/214 Health problems - A.235/83 yes yes A.70/84 yes yes A.236/83 yes yes yes 
(31.12.00) neat pra::U:ts n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 
- 81 -
DIRECTIVE SL8JECT 8 0 I)( F fB GR I IR. L N... 
~/219 Tl.berculosis crd yes yes yes yes yes A.'l56/'03 yes yes yes 
(31.12.83) brucellosis n.m.n. 
169 letter 
~/502 Undesirable pnoducts yes yes yes yes yes yes A.248/'03 yes yes yes 
(1.7.81) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
~lr:IE Coopard feedingstuffs yes yes yes A.6318A yes yes A.249/'03 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 
~/510 Straight feedingstuffs yes yes yes A.Y./81+ yes yes A.250/'03 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 
~/511 Coopard feedingstuffs yes yes yes A.65/8A yes yes A.251/'03 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) in packages n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 
~/f:JJ5 Potato ring rot yes yes yes yes yes A.72./8A yes yes yes yes 
(1.3.81) n.m.n. 
169 letter 
~ltnS Coopard feedingstuffs yes yes yes A.67/8A yes yes A.253/'03 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 
- 82 -
DIRECTIVE Sl.BJECT B D [j( F c:B GR I IRL L N... 
e£)/879 Health marking of yes yes yes yes yes yes A.257/83 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) packagings n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
----
8)/1098 SWine vesicular yes yes yes yes yes A.258/83 yes yes yes 
<1.7.81) disease cn:i swine n.m.n. 
fever 169 Letter 
00/1099 SWine vesicular yes yes yes A.73/?A yes yes A."l59/83 yes yes yes 
(1.7.81) disease cn:i swine n.m.n. n.m.n. 
fever 169 Letter 169 Letter 
-
l:rl/1100 SWine vesicular yes yes yes A.74/?A yes A.?HJ/83 yes A.261/83 yes 
(1.7.81) disease crd swine n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
fever 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 
80/"1102 Enzootic bovine yes yes yes yes yes A.?S2./83 yes yes yes 
(1.1.81) Lai<osis n.m.n. 
169 Letter 
81/?2>9 T rcnsp:.rt of yes yes yes yes yes A.355/84 yes yes yes yes 
(22.8.82) Cl"limals n.m.n. 
169 letter 
.. _. .. 
22./i!B? Seed yes A.75/?A A.226/83 yes yes (31.12.85) yes yes A228/83 yes 
\1.1.82/ n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
1.1.83) 169 letter 169 letter 169 Letter 
- 83 -
DIRECTIVE SI.BJECT B D a< F QJ GR I IRL L N... 
82/331 Propagatioo of vine yes A.77/~ yes A.78/~ yes (31.12.85) A.231/83 yes yes yes 
(1. 7.82) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.111.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 
82/471 Pnxilcts used in yes yes yes 
(14.7.~) Cl'lima l rutri ti oo 
82/528 Pesticide residJes yes yes yes yes 
(1.7.~) 
82/822 Ad:iitives in yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(31.5.83) feedingstuffs 
821859 Oi l plant seed yes yes A.3al/~ A.319/~ A.321/~ (31.12.85) yes yes A.311/~ A."SZ2/~ 
(1.7.83) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 169 letter 
82/894 Animal diseases yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(1.1.~) 




DIRECTIVE SLBJECT 8 D ll( F (i3 GR I IRL L N... 
83/131 Plant protectim yes yes yes yes 
(1.10.84) prodJCts 
83/201 Percentage of meat yes yes yes yes 
(1.1.84) 
83/228 Prod.Jcts used in yes yes yes 
<13.7.84) cnimal rutritim 
83/2tiJ AcX:.Iitives in yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(3).11.83) feedi ngstuffs 
83/381 Undesirable products yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
(31.12.83) in feedingstuffs 
83/615 AcX:.Iitives in yes yes yes yes 
<31.8.84) feedi ngstuffs 
84/4 Official Ca1trol yes yes yes yes 
(1.6.84) of feedingstuffs 
-
84/349 AcX:.Iitives in yes yes yes 
(3).11.84) feedingstuffs 
- 85 -
DIRECTIVE SlBJECT B D t1( F CiS GR I I A.. L N.. 
TRANSPORT 
6512b9 Authori zati<J'lS for yes yes yes yes yes yes A.246/81 yes yes yes 




74/561 Adnissioo to the yes yes yes A.46/'6l. yes A.175/83 yes yes yes 
(31.12.76) oc~tioo of roa::J n.p. i. n.m.n. 
haJlage ~ator reasmed 169 letter 
cpinioo (jdg. 
10.11.81) 
74/562 Adnissioo to the yes yes yes A.46/'6l. yes A.176/83 yes yes yes 
(1.1. 77) oc~ioo of roa::J n.p. i. n.m.n. 
passenger trcn;port reasoned 169 letter 
cperator cpinioo (jdg. 
10.11.81) 
75/130 Calt>ined roa::J/ rai l yes yes yes yes yes yes A.W/'Ol. yes yes yes 
(1.10.75) carriage of goods n.p.a. 
reference 
case 2/84 
711796 Recoglitioo of yes yes yes yes yes A.141/~ yes yes yes 






DIRECTIVE SBJECT 8 D I)( F G3 GR I IRL L t-l. 
a:l/1263 Driving l i cence A.150/84 yes yes yes yes A.151/84 A.1(:£)/83 A.159/83 yes yes 
(3:>.6.82) n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 169 letter 
821«53 Combined road/rail yes yes yes A.81/84 yes A.82/84 A.83/84 yes yes 
(1.4.83) carriage of goods n.m.n. n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Letter 169 Letter 
83/416 Authorization of yes yes yes A."5XJ/84 yes yes yes A.391/84 
(1.10.84) air transport services n.m.n. n.m.n. 
169 Letter 169 Lett 
83/&.3 Inspections -




76/491 Infonnatioo on A.46/83 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 




DIRECTIVE SLBJECT B D a< F Q3 GR I Ill. L N.. 
EC<HJUC Nf) KlfETARY P<l.ICY 
{i)/~ Implementation of yes yes yes yes yes A.179/83 yes yes yes yes 
' 
(1.1.81) Article 67 n.p.a. 
reasoned 
q>inion 




~/723 Financial yes yes A.i!IJ2/W.. yes A.177/W.. yes yes yes 
(31.12.81) trCI'lSparency n.p.a. n.p.a. 
reascr.ed reasoned 
q>inion q>inion 
" 
... ~ 
